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The simplest existing properly invariant theory for anisotropic

fluids, proposed by Ericksen, includes equations governing the nature

of a preferred direction. An analysis of simple shearing motion given

by Ericksen suggested that this type of theory might be applicable to

some fluids which are commonly treated as isotropic and might de-

scribe them more accurately than comparably simple theories of iso-

tropic fluids. Many research workers have investigated various flow

problems of anisotropic fluids in one or two dimensions, but none

have considered fully three dimensional problems owing to the inherent

non-linearity and other complexities.

Von K.rmS.n considered the steady motion of an incompressible

viscous fluid induced by an infinite rotating plane lamina and reduced

the equations of motion and continuity to ordinary differential equa-

tions by certain transformations. Cochran improved upon
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von K6rmg.n's solution and Stuart considered the flow of a viscous

fluid induced by an infinite rotating disk with uniform suction. It was

observed that no work has been done to date on the problem of flows

of an anisotropic fluid induced by an infinite rotating plane lamina.

The present work has been undertaken with a view to open up the pos-

sibility of treating problems of anisotropic three dimensional non-linear

flow and the like, which occur in many technological, biophysical,

oceanographic, and atmospheric studies. The problem considered in

this work is that of an anisotropic flow induced by an infinite rotating

disk. The problem has been divided into two parts: (1) solution for

large suction and (2) solution for arbitrary suction with the orientation

primarily in one direction. For the large suction case, the velocity

and orientation vector profiles have been found to be largely dependent

upon the values of the rheological parameters, with the disk acting like

a centrifugal fan for some values and a centripetal fan for others. For

the arbitrary suction case with the orientation primarily in one direc-

tion, under suitable transformations we have been able to reduce the

governing equations from partial to ordinary differential equations.

Using the asymptotic matched expansion procedure, solutions of the

transformed equations have been obtained and examined. The effect of

variation in rheological parameters on the flow and orientation field

has been discussed. Also, the influence of different values of the suc-

tion on the flow has been considered. The anisotropic character of the

fluid influencing the flow has been contrasted with that of the corres-

ponding classical viscous fluid.
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NOTATION

We will be using the notation of tensor analysis and hence shall

assume some knowledge of tensors. We shall explain the meaning of

the various symbols used as and when they arise. However, we shall

list the more frequently used symbols which may be referred to when-

ever needed:

Symbol Meaning

a, b, c components of undisturbed orientation vector for

large suction

a suction parameter

a. (i = 1,2, . , 5) polynomials of certain invariants given by

(2.2.11)

dimension correcting constant given by

(3.2.10e)

P. (i = 1,2,3) polynomials of certain invariants given by

(2.2.11)

deformation-rate matrix

dmn deformation- rate tensor

5 non-dimensional rheological parameter given

by (3.3.77a)

5. Kronecker delta



Symbol Meaning

A Laplacian in cylindrical-polar coordinates

scaling factor given by (3.3.1)

±1

response matrix

f.. re sponse tensor

F(t)(t*) history of deformation

f, g, h reduced velocity components in the cylindrical-

polar coordinate system

'91 isotropy group

response functional

Y1' Y2' Y3 non-dimensional rheological parameters given

by (3.2. 17a-c) respectively

invariant given by (3. 2.6)

H* non-dimensional invariant given by (3.2.14)

local reference configuration

length

rheological parameter

m, n, q physical components of the orientation vector in

cylindrical-polar coordinates

M, N, Q non-dimensional components of the orientation

vector in cylindrical-polar coordinates

-1\71 mass



Symbol Meaning

1.11 112 113
rheological parameters

n. ith component of orientation vector

orientation matrix

dimension correcting constant given by

(3.2.10e)

orthogonal group

angular velocity of disk

hydrostatic pressure

non-dimensional hydrostatic pressure

Q(t) orthogonal tensor function

r, 4, z cylindrical-polar coordinate system

R.. orthogonal tensor function of time

density

time

t* time lapse from a past instant

stress tensor

t(ro, t(r4) , t(rz), etc. physical components of the stress tensor in the

cylindrical-polar coordinate system

time

T(t) stress tensor

T. arbitrary function of time



Symbol

U, V, W

U, V, W

mn

x, y

Meaning

physical components of velocity in the

cylindrical-polar coordinate system

non-dimensional components of velocity in the

cylindrical-polar coordinate system

ith component of velocity

spin tensor

reduced orientation vector components in the

cylindrical-polar coordinate system

spatial coordinates

non-dimensional radial distance

reduced hydrostatic pressure

non-dimensional axial distance

matching point for asymptotic matched expan-

sion technique



FLOWS OF ANISOTROPIC FLUIDS INDUCED BY
ROTATING DISKS

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Anisotropic Materials

The fundamental conservation laws of continuum mechanics are

applicable to all types of media. But different materials with the

same mass and geometry, when subjected to the same external forces

in an identical manner are found to respond differently. Such diver-

sity in behavior arises from the differences in their internal composi-

tion. Some materials have properties independent of the direction

an external force is applied on them and are called isotropic materials,

whereas, other materials have properties dependent, to a great ex-

tent, on the direction the external force is applied, and are known as

anisotropic materials. For example, wood is much stronger along

the grain than transverse to the grain. Some materials may exhibit

isotropic behavior for a certain deformation and anisotropic behavior

for other deformations. Blatz (1969) pointed out that in natural rub-

ber, the behavior does not depart from isotropic behavior of the

Mooney-Rivlin rubber until 300% stretch occurs, beyond which point,

the well known polymer crystallization takes place. However, many

polymer chemists and physicists claim that rubber is anisotropic in
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all states of deformation, but that the mechanical importance of this

anisotropy does not become felt until 300% stretch is reached. In

biochemical engineering (Merill, 1963) rigid macromolecules in solu-

tion, which are not aggregated, are becoming increasingly important.

It is believed that if no aggregation occurs, solutions of rigid macro-

molecules must show Ostwald-Philippoff behavior (that is, transition

from Newtonian to anisotropic behavior with increasing shear rate)

since they are most commonly anisometric and therefore subject to

shear orientation which, in the limit, causes the molecules to align

with their axes parallel to or transverse to the flow. Examples of

such macromolecules include albumin, globulin and other plasma

proteins, desoxyribonucleic acid, and synthetic polypeptides. Sus-

pensions of large molecules such as macroscopic fibers drafted into

yarn, long chain-molecule polymers such as polystyrene and polyethyl-

ene, and paper pulp exhibit anisotropic behavior. Microscopically, the

molecules undergo a partial uncoiling and take up preferred orienta-

tions, when such materials are subjected to a deformation or a flow

field. This property is often spoken of as anisotropic behavior.

In order to explain the response of a material subjected to an

external force, we need to establish a relationship between the loading

to which the material is subjected and its deformation or flow. For a

viscous medium we must find a relationship between the stress and

the rate of deformation, while for an elastic medium, we must find a
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relationship between the stress and the resulting deformation. How-

ever, since some materials have certain properties which are more

predominant in one direction over another, besides stress-

deformation relations, we must also obtain relations describing orien-

tations. Hence we are led to the formulation of the constitutive equa-

tions of the material, which are relationships between the loading to

which a material is subjected and its response, which also includes

orientation effects.

1. 2 History of the Constitutive Theory for
Anisotropic Materials

Several theories have been formulated which take into account

microscopic structure of fluids. Jeffery (1922) calculated the flow

pattern of a fluid near a suspended ellipsoid and used the results to

find the increase in viscosity due to the presence of the ellipsoidal

particle in an otherwise Newtonian fluid. Oseen (1933) proposed a

theory to describe the behavior of liquid crystals. Various research-

ers examined a dilute suspension of dumbbells in an otherwise

Newtonian fluid, resulting in one of the simplest models for a non-

Newtonian system. The case of two-dimensional dumbbells in simple

steady shear flow was discussed by Kuhn and Kuhn (1945). Results on

oscillating shear flow for a dilute suspension of dumbbells was ob-

tained by Kirkwood and Auer (1951). Kirkwood and Plock (1956)
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extended these results to include both nonlinear terms in shear rate

and the effect of hydrodynamic interaction between the two ends of the

dumbbell. Giesekus (1956) discussed the behavior of a suspension of

dumbbells in a homogeneous solution. Prager (1957) considered a

suspension of non-interacting dumbbell particles and found a consti-

tutive equation for the stress and equations determining the "pre-

ferred" direction adopted by the particles.

Noll (1955) observed that most theories of anisotropic fluids do

not satisfy invariance conditions which any continuum theory of classi-

cal mechanics should. Ericksen (1960a) considered transversely iso-

tropic fluids and discussed some features of what may be the simplest

properly-invariant theory of anisotropic fluids. Ericksen's theories

are discussed in detail in Chapter II. Hand (1962) proposed a theory

for anisotropic fluids in which the stress tensor is a function of the

components of the rate of deformation tensor and a symmetric tensor

describing the microscopic structure of the fluid. Hand shows that

both Jeffery's and Ericksen's theories are special cases of his own

theory.

Real substances commonly thought of as "solid" have preferred

configurations such that any pure deformation from one of these

brings the material into a configuration from which its response is

different. This behavior is entirely different from that of a physical

substance regarded as a "fluid, " in which the response to a given
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deformation history is just the same, starting from any two configura-

tions with the same density. If a simple material is defined by the

constitutive equation

00
(t)

T(t) = (F (t*))
t*=0

where F(t)(t)) = F(t-t*), t being time and t* the time lapse from

a past instant, T(t) is the stress tensor, and is a functional

with the condition that for every orthogonal tensor function Q(t*)

and every history of deformation F(t*)(t*) in a suitable class,

oo oo

Q (F(t*))QT = (Q(t*)F(t)(t*)), Q = Q(0)
t*=0 t*=0

must hold. Then a simple material is a simple solid (Noll, 1958) if

there is a local reference configuration X such that the isotropy

group of the response functional ,b is a subgroup of the

orthogonal group (Appendix A.1). A simple solid is called

anisotropic if its isotropy group, taken relative to an undistorted

reference state, is a proper subgroup of the orthogonal group.

1.3 Purpose and Need for the Present Investigation

During the course of the present research, we observed, to the

best of our knowledge, that all investigations of anisotropic fluids



have been restricted to one or two dimensional models and none to

fully three dimensional models. Hence much work is needed for in-

vestigation of flow patterns of anisotropic fluids in three dimensional

space. We also noticed that very little research was being done on

the flow of non-Newtonian fluids induced by infinite rotating plane

lamina. Hence we have undertaken in the present investigation, a

study of flows of anisotropic fluids induced by rotating disks with uni-

form suction, as the latter presents many interesting phenomena.

1.4 Plan of the Present Investigation

The work is divided into five chapters. In Chapter I we briefly

examine the history of constitutive theories for anisotropic materials.

Chapter II develops the constitutive theory of anisotropic fluids due

to Ericksen and lists various problems discussed by previous re-

searchers. Chapter III is devoted to the flows of anisotropic fluids

induced by an infinite rotating disk with large suction and in Chapter

IV we examine flows of anisotropic fluids induced by an infinite rotat-

ing disk with arbitrary suction. Chapter V contains the summary,

discussion, and scope of further work.

6



II. CONSTITUTIVE THEORY OF ANISOTROPIC FLUIDS

2. 1 Introduction

In recent years, the study of microscopic structure in aniso-

tropic materials has received considerable attention from several

workers, such as Jeffery (1922), Oseen (1933), and Prager (1957).

Noll (1955) observed that most theories of anisotropic fluids do not

satisfy invariance conditions which any continuum theory of classical

mechanics should. To this end, Ericksen (1960a) considered an

incompressible fluid having at each particle a single preferred direc-

tion, which may vary with position and time and be influenced by the

fluid motion. He constructed what may be the simplest properly-

invariant theory for anisotropic fluids. Using the constitutive theory

for anisotropic fluids by Ericksen, many interesting and important

problems in fluid mechanics have been considered. Ericksen, in a

series of very outstanding papers (1960a, 1960d, 1961, 1962) investi-

gated simple shearing motion, vorticity effects, Poiseuille flow, and

the orientation induced by flows, respectively, of anisotropic fluids.

Verma (1962, 1963, 1964) considered Couette flows, flows between

rotating coaxial cones, and helical flows of anisotropic fluids. Leslie

(1964) considered flow in a convergent or divergent channel of a class

of anisotropic fluids while Kaloni (1965) investigated the motion of

7



certain orientable fluids between two coaxial cones.

Other workers who have devoted themselves to research on the

constitutive theory of anisotropic materials are Adkins (1960a, b),

Hand (1961), and Wilcox (1967).

2.2 Development of Ericksen's Constitutive Theory
for Anisotropic Fluids

Ericksen (1960a) considered an incompressible fluid having at

each particle a single preferred direction, which may vary with posi-

tion and time. The motion of the orientation vector is controlled by

the motion of the fluid. One may visualize the fluid as a suspension of

ellipsoidal particles, whose boundaries are surfaces of revolution and

the preferred direction is along the axis of revolution. Let the pre-

ferred direction at each particle be denoted by the orientation vector

n.. Assume that, to within an arbitrary isotropic pressure p, the

stress t.. at any point and at any time t is uniquely determined

by ni. and the gradients of the velocity v. at the same point and time

-t. p8.. + f..(n ;v )
i3 13 13 k m, n

where the comma in
vm, n indicates covariant differentiation.

Since the orientation vector n. depends on the fluid motion, it
i

would perhaps be simplest to assume n. as a function of v
1 m,n

and possibly vk. However, it follows from the work of Noll (1955)

(2.2.1)

8



and Rivlin and Ericksen (1955) that, in consequence of invariance

requirements, the theory would reduce to that of Reiner (1945) and

Rivlin (1947) for isotropic fluids. Since the purpose was to construct

a suitable theory for anisotropic fluids, Ericksen assumed that

1 i k m, n)
(2. 2. 2)

where the dot denotes the material derivative.

Applying the aforementioned invariance requirement, the func-

tions must transform according to (Ericksen, 1960a)

and

with

f..(n_I ;v1 ) = R. R. f (n ;vk m, n ir 3s rs k m,n)

A! =gAni ;v1 ),
1 k m, n

_X.I - R. + T. ,
1 13 3 1

11! = R..n.,
1 13 3

R. .n. +
1 13 3 13 3

_ Rv.- ..x. + R..v.,
1 13 3 13 3

v' = R .R . + R .R v.m, n m3 /13 m3 nk 3, k

where the quantities R..
13

except for the conditions

and T. are functions of time, arbitrary

(2. 2. 3a)

(2. 2. 3b)

(2. 2. 4a)

(2. 2. 4b)

(2. 2. 4c)

(2. 2. 4d)

(2.2. 4e)



Since some of the variables of interest do not transform as tensors,

it is convenient to eliminate them by suitable transformations. Fol-

lowing the approach discussed by Thomas (1955a, b), Equations

(2. 2. 1) and (2. 2. 2) take the forms

t. = -138_ + f. .(n ;d ) (2.2. 6a)ij k mn
and

with

and

and

R..R. = 8. , det R.. = 1
ij jk jk

1. = i. - w. .n. = g.(n ;d ),
1 1 133 1 k mn

d = (v +vmn 2 m,nn,m),

1 -vmn = (vm, nn, m)

Since n. and dmn transform as tensors, then for any choice of
1

R.. consistent with (2. 2. 5),

fii(n.itc;drnI n) = frs(nk;dnin)RirRis (2. 2. 8a)

g.(ni ;di ) = g (n )R. .
1 k mn r k mn ir

(2. 2. 5)

(2.2.8b)

(2.2.6b)

(2. 2. 7a)

(2.2.7b)

By assuming (2. 2. 8a, b) hold for all R.. such that R. .R. = S.
13 ij ik jk

and det R.. = ±1, Ericksen showed that n. is physically indis-ij i

tinguishable from -ni.

10



tr N = n.n.,
1 1

tr Nd = d..n.n.,
13

tr Nd2 = dikdkinini,

tr 512 = d..d..,
13 13

tr d3 = d..d. dijjkki

Similarly, since ft. is an isotropic function of d.. and n, hen
1

11

Since f.. and g. are isotropic tensors, i. e. , tensors whose

components are unchanged by orthogonal transformations, then from

Weyl's (1946) work on classical groups, the matrix f must

be an isotropic matrix function of the matrices N II and13

d= Ildmn Rivlin (1947) has determined the general form of an

isotropic matrix function of two matrices. Since

tr d = 0, (2. 2. 9a)

because of the assumed incompressibility, and

NikNkj = (nknk)Ni.j, (2. 2. 9b)

then Rivlin's results give

f=aN+ad a3d2 + a4(Nd+dN) + a d2+d2N), (2. 2.10)

where the a I
S are polynomials in the invariants

(2.2. 11)



. has the form

and

n F p d d
1 i 2 ij j j

where the p's are polynomials in the invariants listed in (2.2.11).

To further simplify the Equations (2. 2. 6a, b) Ericksen normalized

n. to a unit vector and linearized f.. and gi with respect to
13

to obtaindmn

t.. = -p8.. + 2d.. + +1i.2knikm id nn)nni13 13

+ 21.1.3(diknkni+diknkni) (2. 2. 13a)

= ri. - w..n. = X(d..n.-d n_ n n.),
1 1 j 13 j km k m

where

(2.2.12)

12

(2.2. 13b)

, are rheological parameters to be determined by

experimentation. It should be noted that by fixing the magnitude of

n., the theory considers only viscoinelastic fluids.

2.3 Mathematical Models Examined for Anisotropic
Fluids Based on Ericksen's Constitutive Equations

With the aid of Equations (2. 2.13a, b) Ericksen (1960a) examined

simple shearing motion for anisotropic fluids. He observed that the

flow pattern depends to a large extent upon the rheological parameter

X. and changes drastically as X.-1 changes sign. Therefore, the
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two cases X > 1 and 0 < X < 1 were discussed separately. When

X > 1, nearly all solutions of the orientation equations (2.2.13b)

tended toward constant values with increasing time with the excep-

tional solutions being ignored because of stability reasons. Since the

normal stress components are in general, unequal, some of the nor-

mal stress effects can be described at least qualitatively. For

example, there exists a rough agreement between this theory and the

experimental results concerning polyisobutylene solutions for normal

stresses in simple shear obtained by Brodyan, Gaskins, and Philippoff

(1957). This is to be expected since there exists a wide spread

opinion that such long chain molecules as polyisobutylene tend to

stretch and align themselves at some angle between 00 and 45° rela-

tive to the streamlines in shear flow. When X < 1, the solutions

are the same as those obtained by Jeffery (1922) for the motion of an

ellipsoid of revolution in a Newtonian fluid, assuming that the orienta-

tion vector is taken along the axis of revolution. The analysis of sim-

ple shearing motion for anisotropic fluids suggests that Ericksen's

theory for anisotropic fluids may be applicable to some fluids which

are commonly treated as isotropic and may describe them more

accurately than comparably simple theories for isotropic fluids.

Using the velocity field in the form Xi = 2ax2, ;c2 2bx1, and

x3
= 0, Ericksen (1960d) investigated the effect of vorticity flows on

the orientation of anisotropic fluids. For plane, steady, homogeneous.
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isochoric flow, Ericksen found that the solutions of the orientation

equations change qualitatively at a critical value of the kinematic

vorticity number introduced by Truesdell (1953). For low vorticity

flows a high degree of orientation is produced which is partially

destroyed by introducing vorticity.

For Poiseuille flow of anisotropic fluids, Ericksen (1961)

observed that there are infinitely many solutions which seem more or

less acceptable. However, acceptance of a plausibility argument

rules out all but one solution on the grounds that the remainder repre-

sent unstable solutions. The solution which remains yields results

very similar to those deduced by Buckingham (1921) and Reiner (1926).

Verma (1962) obtained a rather simple exact solution for Couette

flow of certain anisotropic fluids. Verma (1963) also considered the

steady motion of an incompressible anisotropic fluid confined between

two coaxial right circular cones, rotating about their common axis.

Restricting his attention to fluids for which 1 xl , he observed

that for a wide gap between the rotating cones, only certain fluids can

satisfy all the conditions for steady flow. For small gap, the steady

flow is possible provided a certain relationship exists (Verma, 1963).

Leslie (1964) found an exact solution for the flow of a class of

anisotropic fluids in convergent or divergent channels. He obtained

two solutions which satisfied the governing equations and boundary

conditions, but by using Ericksen's arguments on stability, one of the
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solutions appeared stable and the other unstable. Solutions of the

equations were readily found for the flow between plane parallel walls.

The solution which appears stable was found to have a discontinuity in

the preferred direction at the plane of zero shear midway between the

walls.

Kaloni (1965) investigated the flow of certain anisotropic fluids

between two co-axial cones and found that for sufficiently low velocity

gradients, the fluids behave like Newtonian fluids. For larger but

still quite moderate velocity gradients the behavior is similar to that

observed in viscoelastic fluids. For the latter case, he observed

that the flow of this class of anisotropic fluids in horizontal circles

is not possible for the boundary conditions given, even when the

inertia terms are negligible, and that the normal stresses in planes

perpendicular to the streamlines are not equal.

Ericksen (1966) attempted to resolve the discrepancy between

the somewhat contradictory conclusions concerning stability of solu-

tions for Couette flow obtained by Verma (1962) and Leslie (1964).

Neither Verma nor Leslie consider stability with respect to arbitrary

disturbances. Leslie objects to the disturbances considered by Verma

on the grounds that they do not satisfy the equations of motion. How-

ever, Leslie merely explores conditions under which there exist

infinitesimal axially symmetric, stationary secondary flows.

Ericksen concludes that quite a different kind of disturbance, more



like that considered by Verma, produces instability for one of the

solutions. For the other solution, Ericksen's analysis led to no ob-

vious contradiction with the conclusions drawn by Leslie.

16



III. FLOWS OF ANISOTROPIC FLUIDS INDUCED BY
INFINITE ROTATING DISKS WITH LARGE SUCTION

3.1 Introduction to Flows Induced by Rotating
Disks with Suction

17

The steady motion of an incompressible viscous fluid under the

influence of an infinite rotating plane lamina was first considered by

von Karman (1921). By using the well known Karman-Pohlhausen

method (Miksyn, 1961), von Karman integrated the equations of

motion and obtained expressions for the resulting velocity distribu-

tions and frictional force acting on the disk. Cochran (1934), while

solving the same problem discovered certain errors in von }Carman's

solution and by using matched asymptotic expansion procedures, im-

proved the solutions of this problem.

Batchelor (1951) pointed out that the simplified Navier-Stokes

equations derived by von Kg_rmg.n are also applicable to the case when

there is uniform flow through the surface of the rotating disk. Stuart

(1954) considered the steady motion of an incompressible viscous fluid

under the influence of an infinite rotating disk with uniform suction

through its surface. Sharma (1959) studied the problem of the rota-

tion of an infinite plane lamina coinciding with the plane z 0 and

rotating about the axis r = 0 with constant angular velocity S-2 in a
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viscoelastic fluid. Solving the resulting equations and comparing the

results with the viscous case, Sharma observed that the viscoelastic

nature of the fluid causes the transverse velocity to decrease and the

axial velocity to increase towards the plate throughout the boundary-

layer region. He also observed that as the viscoelasticity parameters

increase, the radial velocity increases near the plate in certain parts

while it decreases in the remaining parts of the boundary layer region.

Rogers and Lance (1960) investigated numerically the flow pro-

duced by an infinite rotating disk when the fluid at infinity is in a

state of solid rotation. When the fluid at infinity is rotating in the

same sense as the disk, physically acceptable solutions exist in all

cases. When the fluid at infinity is rotating in the opposite sense to

that of the disk, the only physically acceptable solutions appear to be

those in which there is a uniform suction present acting through the

disk.

Stewartson (1953) examined both experimentally and theoreti-

cally the flow of a viscous fluid between two rotating coaxial disks.

He observed experimentally that when the disks are rotating in the

same sense, the main body of the fluid rotates with an angular veloc-

ity of magnitude between those of the two disks, and the disks are

attracted one to another, showing that the pressure decreases in the

region between the two disks. Rogers and Lance (1962) investigated

the similarity solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations describing the
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steady axially symmetric flow of a incompressible viscous fluid be-

tween two infinite rotating disks. It was found that at high Reynolds

numbers, the main core of the fluid is in a state of solid rotation for

practically all values of the ratio of angular velocity of the two disks.

Rosenblat (1959), assuming that the rotational oscillations of a

rigid plane are small, attempted boundary-layer type solutions of

the Navier-Stokes equations by an expansion of the velocity compo-

nents in power series of the amplitude. First- and third-order

approximations to the transverse velocity were obtained, from which

a correction to the moment on a disk of finite radius was found.

Srivastava (1960) integrated approximately the equations of motion for

an infinite plate performing rotatory oscillations in non-Newtonian

fluids. In Newtonian fluids the axial flow at infinity changes its direc-

tion and magnitude with time. However, it was found that the effect

of cross-viscosity is to increase the amplitude of the oscillation of

the axial velocity at infinity. Rosenblat (1960) considered the flow of

a viscous fluid due to two parallel infinite plane disks which oscillate

torsionally about a common axis. Two cases were considered:

(1) when one disk performs small torsional oscillations and the other

is at rest and (2) when both disks oscillate with the same amplitude

and frequency, though with a phase difference of 180°. Solutions of

the Navier-Stokes equations for both small and large Reynolds num-

bers were developed and the transverse and radial-axial flows



investigated. Rajeswari (1961) examined the flow of an incompress-

ible non-Newtonian viscous fluid contained between torsionally oscil-

lating infinite parallel disks. Two cases were considered: (1) one

disk oscillating torsionally while the other is at rest and (2) both the

disks oscillate with the same amplitude and frequency, though with a

phase difference of 180°. Assuming the amplitude of the oscilla-

tion to be small, the equations of motion were solved. This approxi-

mation gave a similar transverse velocity field as in the Newtonian

case obtained by Rosenblat (1960). However, it was observed that the

approximations yielded a velocity field valid for only small values of

the Reynolds number unlike that in the Newtonian case.

3.2 Anisotropic Fluid Flows Influenced by Rotatin
Disks with Large Suction

In this chapter, using Ericksen's constitutive equations

(2.2.13a, b), we investigate the steady flow of anisotropic fluids in-

duced by an infinite rotating disk with large suction. A cylindrical

polar coordinate system (r, z) is introduced with the origin at

the center of the disk, r being measured from the axis of rotation,

(I) from a convenient meridian plane, and z perpendicular to the

disk. Let the angular velocity of the disk be O.

20



Equations of Motion

Since we are assuming an incompressible fluid in steady-state

motion, the density p of the fluid is constant and all quantities are

independent of time. By symmetry with respect to the axis of rota-

tion, all quantities are also independent of ciD. If u, v,w are the

physical components of velocity along increasing r, 4, z directions

respectively and m, n, q the physical components of the orientation

vector, then the physical components of the stress are:

t(ro = -p + 2flur + (ja1+p.2H)m

+ 2p.3[2urm2+ (v - v)mn + (u +w )mqLr r z r

t(40)
= -p + + (p.1+P.2H)n2

3(

u+ 2[1. [(v -v)mn+ 2n2 + vznq],3 r r

t(zz) = -p + 2[Lw +1+p.2H)q

+ 2p.3[(uz+wr)mq+vznq+2wzq2],

t = p.(v - +1+II2H)mn(r) r r

1 v 2 u 1 1 v 2
+ 2113[ 2(vr- r)m + rmn+ 2vzmq +(2v- --r-)n

1

+ urmn+-2(uz+wr)ncd,

21

(3.2. la)

(3.2. lb)

(3. 2. 1c)

(3.2. Id)



t(rz) = p.(u +w ) +1+p.2H)mqz

1

+ 2p.3[
2

2(u+wr)m 2 z
+ vmn+ (w +u )mq

z z r

1
+ 1(v

2
- )nq + (u +w )q2],

2 r r z r

t(0) =z +1+II2H)nq

, 1 1 2 u
+ 2p.3[-2(ur)mn+ 2 z

v(n+q2)+w nq+ 1(v - -v-)mq+nqj;
z

+w
z 2 r r r

(3.2. if)

the equation of continuity is

and the momentum equations are

Vp(uu +wu - ) = pr +

rz)
+ p.1F1(r, z) + p.2G1(r, z) +

[13K1(r, z),r z r

(3.2. 3a)

uvp(uv +wv +) = p.(Av- ) +1F2(r, z) +2G2(r, z) +3K2(r, z),r z r 2

(3.2. 3b)

p(uw +ww ) = -p p.Aw p1F3(r, z) + 1-1.2G3(r, z) + p.3K3(r, z),r z z
(3.2. 3c)

where

u r + +
wz

= 0;r

(3. 2. le)

(3. 2. 2)

2
1 a

2
a .92 a

A ar2 + ar r2 42 az2
(3. 2. 4)
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2 2(m -n )

F1 (r, z) = (m2)r + (mq) +

F2(r, z) = (mn)r + (nq) + ,
z r

2 mqF3(r, z) = (mq)r + (q ) + ,

u 2H(r, z) = urm2 + (v - -v)mn + (u. +w )mq + + vznq + wzq2, (3. 2.6)r r z r

r 2 2,(, r, z)Lm -n JG(r, z) = [H(r, z)m2] ,
+ z)mqj + H

2r 2 2u2
+ L2u m + (u +w )mq - n - vzncd,r r z r

23

(3.2. 5a)

(3. 2. 5b)

(3. 2. 5c)

(3. 2. 7a)

(3.2. 8a)

1 , 2 , v 2 2kyr, z) = LT. c(vr- )(m +n ) + 2(ur+r )mn+ vzmq+
(uz+wr)nq>Jr

+ [(u +w )mn + v(n2+q2) + w(w +1)nq+ (v - -v-)mq]z ,z r z r r r z

(3.2. 8b)

G2(r, z) = [H(r, z)nar]r + [H(r, z)nq] + 2H(r, z)mn (3.2. 7b)

G3(r, z) [H(r, z)mcnr + [H(r, z)q2] + H(r,rz)nq (3.2. 7c)

K (r, z) 2[2um2+(v - -v-)mn + (u +w )mq]r1 r r z r r

+ [(u +w )(m2+q2) + vmn + 2(w +u )mq + (v - v)nq]zz r z r r r



K3(r, z) =
1 [r<(u +w )(m2+q2) + vzmn+ 2(w +u )mq+ (vr - v)nq>1rz r z r r

2+ 2[(u +w )mq + v nq + 2w q] ,
z r z z
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(3. 2. 8c)

and wr and wz denote partial differentiations of w with re-

spect to r and z respectively.

The equations for the orientation vector are

(X.-1) (X+1) (k- 1)
urnr + wmz = ku v )n + [ u + w 1q - XH(r, z)m,rm + (v -

2 r r 2 z 2 r

(3.2. 9a)

(X+1)
(v + >n + (X+1)

unr + wnz =
2 vzq - kH(r, z)n,

2 r r

r (X- 1) (X+1) + (X- l) v n + kwq - XH(r, z)q.uqr + wqz L 2 uz+ 2 wr'' 2 z

(3. 2. 9c)

Let U, V, W be the non-dimensional components of verOcity,

P the non-dimensional hydrostatic pressure, and M, N, Q the

non-dimensional components of the orientation vector. If the follow-

ing substitutions

u = rC2U( , v rC2V( , w = NT-72 1A, (3.2. 10a)

P = (3. 2. 10b)

m n = q (3. 2. 10c)

(3. 2. 9b)



and

where
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r = z /13 , (3.2. 10d)

v = pip and p = 4727, (3. 2. 10e)

are made in Equations (3. 2. 2) and (3. 2. 3a-c), then we obtain the

following

Non-Dimensional Equations of Motion:

Equation of Continuity

+ 2U + W = 0 (3. 2. 11)

and Momentum Equations

2 UU,. + WU + (U2-V2) = -P, + + 3 + + F*( ,
1 1

+ N2GT(t, + 3K!(, (3.2.12a)

2UV, + WV + 4UV = tV +
3V

+ +
y1

1-*
2

+ y2G2( , + y3Kpt, (3.2.12b)

1uw + ww -P + w +w + w + y F*(t,
1 3

+ y2Ggc , + y3K(t, ), (3. 2. 12c)

where



2 2
)

F*(E, = (M2) + (MQ) +
(M -N

1 E

2MN
F*(E, = (MN) + (NQ) +

2 E

2 MQF*(t, = (MQ) + (Q ) +
3
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(3.2.13a)

(3. 2. 13b)

(3. 2. 13c)

FINE, = (EyU)M + EV MN + (EU +W )MQ + UN2 + EV NQ+W Q2,

(3. 2. 14)

= [FINE, )1\42] + [H*(E, )/\4(-_2] + FINE, )[M2-N2], (3. 2. 15a)

GVE, = [FI*(E, )A41\T] + [H*(E, )1\pc-.)] 2FINE,

2H*(, )MQ
G*(E, = [FINE, + [H>((,)() ] +

3

= 2[2(e +u)m2 + EV,.MN + (EU +W )MQ]
1 E E

+ [(EU +W )(M2+Q)+EV MN+2(W +EU +U)MQ+EV NQ]

+ [2(E +U)M2+ (EU+WE)MQ - 2UN2- vNQ] (3. 2. 16a)

=-2-
1 2 2 2

KVE, [E (EV M +N )+ 2(EU +2U)MN+ EV MQ+ (EU +W )NQ)]
E

+ [(EU +W )MN + EV (N2+Q)+2(U+W )NQ+ EV MQ]
E C

(3.2. 15b)

(3. 2. 15c)

(3 2. 16b)



1 ,
= )(M2+Q2)+01. MN+ 2(w +eu +U)MQ + eV NO]3 g

113Y3 '

,+ 2[(eU +W )MQ + NQ + 2W Q2 J
e

1-11
sTp.- with

with

- 2 0-0-0
(= M L T ,1[Y = M1 -1 -- 1 -1 (3.2. 17a)

T ML T

M T T40L-0=0
T

ML T

(X+1) gu (X-1)
2 2

W,JQ - XHNe, )1\n,
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(3. 2. 16c)

(3. 2. 17c)

(3. 2. 18a)

UN + WN = (X+1)
2

V M + XUN + (X+1) V Q - XF1*(e,)N, (3. 2. 18b)
2

"Y2 -
N.2 with [y2]I IT4 1 (3. 2. 17b)

ML T
and

where
1 [ denotes the dimensions of the quantity in question in

terms of mass NI', length L, and time T.

The orientation vector equations (3. 2. 9a-c) in non-dimensional form

become:

(x_ 1)
e-um + wm = x(u+eu )m +

2 VgN



(k-1) (X+1) (X- I)UQ + WQ = II+ W]1\,4 + N + XW Q
2 2 2

- X1-1*( )Q (3.2.18c)

The above equations are subjected to the following boundary

conditions:

U 0, V = 1, W = -a at t,= 0, (3.2.19a)

Ti ~ 0, V 0 as 00 . (3.2.19b)

3.3 Method of Solution

k=0

We shall first examine the form which the solution takes for

large values of a. On physical grounds, we expect W to be

nearly constant, and therefore as a first approximation put W = -a.

As in the classical case, we find it suitable to change the independent

variable by a scaling factor by defining

= a (3.3.1)

In the transformed equations a solution is assumed of the form

00

( , = a-kUk( , T1) (3.3.2a)
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W( , = - a

k=0

00

-k
a Vk( ,r1)

-k
a Wk( , T1)

GC

r1) =aP 1 + 11)

k=0

00

V -k
M( , 1) = a Mk ( 11)

k-=0

00

V -k
T1) = Z a Q.k( y 11) y

k=0

After substituting these series into the transformed equations and

equating successive powers of a to zero, we obtain the following

set of equations:

the equation of continuity

W =0,
Ori

= 4 - 2Uo,
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(3.3.2b)

(3.3.2c)

(3. 3. 2d)

(3.3.2e)

(3. 3. 2g)

(3.3.3a)

(3.3.3b)

N(,) = a-kNk(), (3. 3. 2f)



Second order:

the balance of momentum equations

Zeroth order:

P =W +W -WW +yf +yg +Or y k1 rin ln 0 On 1 31 2 31 3 31

+ - 2U U- [W U +W U2-V2]2nn 0 q 0 1n 1O 0 0

(3.3. 5c)

(3.3.6a)
- P + + 3U +1f12 + y2g12 + y3k12 = 0,

iJ + +1f10 + y2g1Onn N3k10 °'

+ V0,11 +f20 +
y2g20 + y3k20 = 0,

Onn

P =W +W +y f +y g +-yk
- 1 n Onn On 1 30 30 3 30

First order:

k3 11

°'

= 0,

(3. 3. 4a)

(3. 3. 4b)

(3. 3. 4c)

(3. 3. 5a)

(3. 3. 5b)

+ +-P "1'1- Y2g111 nn 1 11

+ V1 -V + f g Y3k21 =0 01 21 2 21

30

w2

w3

- 2U1,

4U4 - 2U2,

(3.3.3c)

(3.3.3d)

1AT411 = - 2U3; (3.3.3e)



fr2+ OT2ii - ; UV(A - V +W V - 2W
V021-pi 0 Til 1 011 0

-
3V(3(

+ y1f22 + y2g22 + y3k22 = 0' (3. 3. 6b)

P W +w - U W - [VT VT +w VT ] + VT
111 21111 211 0 0 Di 1 On

+
W(n 1

+y
f3 2 2

+ + y3k32;

Third order:

+ 1_11.1 -[U U +U U - U +W U +W u
33rin o 1 o 211 1 2 011

4[U0U1-V0V1] - P1 + + 3U1 + yifi3 + y2g13 + y3k13 = 0,

(3. 3. 7a)

+ v - 2[U V +U V ] - UW V +W V +W V ]
3011 0 1 q 0 2 ri 1 1 Ti 2 0 ri

4[U0V1+UIV0] + V1 + 3V1 +y1f23 +2g23 + .y3k23 = 0, (3. 3. 7b)

P = W + W - W +U W - [W W +W W +W W
211 3011 3/ 0 1 1 0 2r1 1 111 2 0/1

1

lArq .Y1f33 V2g33 \13k33; (3. 3. 7c)

Fourth order:

+
17,411

-[U U U +U U0 4 1 q 2

- [W0U3n+W1U2ri+W2U111+W3U0n] - [(2U0 U2 +(U1 )2)-(2V0 V2 +(V1 ) )]
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(3.3.6c)

(3. 3. 8a)



+ OT4ri - 2[u0v4 +U1 V
+U2

V ](n

[1,ATOV3n+WlV2r,+W2V1ri+W3V011] - 4[U0V2+U1V1+U2V0]

+ V2 + v'1f24 -Y2g24 Y3k24

P = W + W -[U W +U W +U W ]3114rin 41-1 0 4 1 2 In

- [w w +w w +w w +w w ] +w + W
0 31i 1 21 2 11 3 01 2 4

Y1f34 V2g34 .Y3k34'

where
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(3.3.8b)

(3. 3. 8c)

f10 = 0, f20 = 0, = 0; (3.3. 9)

r 2,
f11 = [M0 Q0 ] f21 = 31

[N Q ] , f = LQ J ' (3.3. 10)1 0 0 ri 0 T1'

rM -NJ2 2
L

r 2, r 0 0
'

f12 = LM J +
LM0 Q1 +M1 Q0

1 + (3. 3. 11a)
0 ri

2M
N0

'f22 = [M0 N0 ] + [N0 Q1 +N1 Q0 ]1 + (3.3. 11b)

M Q
0 0

0 + [2(20Q1 +f32 (3.3. 11c)

2[MM
f13 = {2M0 M1

A ,

+ [M0Q2+M1Q1+M2Q ] + u I , (3. 3. 12a)

2[M0N1+M1N0]
f23 = [M0 N1 +M1 N0

] + [N0Q2+N11Q+N20011.1 +
(3. 3. 12b)



2 [M0Q1+M1Q0]
f33 = [M0 Q1 +M Q + [2Q0Q2+Q1]1 +

1 0

2 r

f14 = [2M0M2+M] [
1 + M0Q3+M1Q2+M2Q1+M3Q0]1.1

1 r ,
[2M0M2+(M1)2 -2N0N2- (N1)2 1,

g10

f24 = [M N +M N +M N + [N Q +N Q +N Q +N Q0 2 1 1 2 0 0 3 1 2 2 1 3 On

2 ,

[1\40N2+M1N1+M2N0

,
f34 = [M0Q2+M1Q1+M2Q0 + [2Q0Q2+(Q1)2 J

[M0Q2+1\41Q1+M2Q0],

,21g = [1.1 NQi, g 1-11 ;0 0 1-1 20 0 0 0 ri 30 0 0 ri

r 2 2
h 1.M - N

2

g11
= [h M + [h M Q (M Q +M Q )] +

0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 /I

33

(3. 3. 12c)

(3. 3. 13a)

(3.3. 13b)

(3. 3. 13c)

(3. 3. 14)

(3. 3. 15a)

2h
OMONO (3. 3. 1513)

g21 = Eh0M0N0 + [h 1N0Q+h0(N0Q1+N1Q0)in +

h M Q
g31 [h M Q [h Q2+21.1 Q Qi

0 0 0 10 0 0 111
(3. 3.15c)

g12 = [h1 M2+2h0 M0 M + [h2 M0 Q0 +h1 (M0 Q1 +M1 Q0 )0

1+ h (M,-,Q +M Q +M Q )] (M2-N2) +h (2M M -2N N0 u 2 1 1 2 0 T1

r

0 0 0 0 1 0 1

(3. 3. 16a)



+h
+N1Q1+N2Q N +h (A4 N +I\A N

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

1
+

[h1 M0 Q0 +h0 (M0 Q110 )];

+
h1 (M0 Q2 +M1 Q1 +M2 Q0 ) + h0 (M0 Q3 +M1 Q2 +M2 Q1 +M3 Q0 )]

ri

1 2+ [h2 (MN) +
2h1 (M0 M1 -N0 N1 ) +h0 (2M0 M2 +M2-2N0 N2 -N )1,0 0 1 1

(3.3. 17a)

[h3 N0 Q0 +h2 (N0 Q1 +N1 Q0 )+h (N0 Q2 +N1 Q1 +N Q )1 2 0

h0(N0Q3+N1Q2+N2Q1+N3 Q0 ) ,
ui

34

(3.3. 16b)

(3. 3. 16c)

(3.3.17b)

[h3
Q2+

2h2 Q0 Q1 +h1 (2Q0 Q2 +Q2) + 2h0(Q0Q3+Q1Q2nil; (3. 3. 17c)0 1



g14 = [h3 M2+2h2 M0 M1 +h1 (2M0 M2
+Ma) +

2h0(M0M3+M1M2)]0 1

[114M0Q0+h3(M0Q + ) +
h2(m0Q+1V11Q1+NI2Q0)

h (M +M Q +M Q +M Q ) +h (M Q +M Q +M Q +M Q
1 0 3 1 2 2 1 3 0 0 0 4 1 3 2 3 1

, 1 r 2 2

M4 Q0
)1 +

11.13
(M -N ) + 2h2(M0M-N0N1)ri 0 0

h1
(2M

M2 +M2-
2N0 N2

-N2) +0(M0M3+MM2- N0N3- N1N2)],0 1 1

(3. 3. 18a)

1 r 2,
g24 = M N + h (M N +M N ) (M N +M N +M N )

3 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 2 0

h0 (M0 N3 +M1 N2 +M2
N

+M3 N0
))] +

[h4 N0 Q0 +h3 (N0 Q1 +N1 Q0 )1

h2(N0Q2+N1Q1+N2Q0) + h1 (N0Q3+N1Q2+N2Q1+N3Q0)

h0(N0Q4+N1Q3+N2Q2+N3Q1+N4Q0)jr, ,

1 r

g34
= (Rh3M0Q0+ h2(M0Q1+M1Q0) + h1(M0Q2+M1Q1+M2Q0)

2
+ (M Q +M Q +M Q +M Q ))] + Q +2h Q Q0 0 3 1 2 2 1 3 0

r

4 0 3 0 1

2

h2 (2Q0 Q2 +Q12) + 2h1 (Q0 Q3 +Q1 Q2
) +

h0 (2Q0 Q4 +2Q1
Q

+Q2
)] ;

3 ri

(3. 3. 18c)

with

h =[u M +V N](:) +W Q0 On 0 0i0 0 On 0 '

35

(3.3. 18b)

(3. 3. 19a)

, 2 2h = [U M +V N + U M +N, + W M Q + [U M0 +V N ]Q1 0 0 0 0L 0 0 (n 0 0 ln 0 0

(MoQi+MiQo ) + Voli( NoQi+N1Q0)]+WhiQ02 + 2W011Q0Q1,

(3. 3. 19b)
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h2
e[U M +V N IM + U [M2+N2 + 2[eU +U0 ]1\4 Mle0 le 0 0 1 0 0 Oe 0 1

eNOt
[WI

0N1 +M1 N0
f [eU +W ]M Q

21.1 1 t 0 0

[eU1 +W00 Q1 +M1 Q0 + eU[M0Q2+M1Q1+M2Q0]ri e

2U0N0N + eV 211N0Q0 + elfin [No Qi+N Q0]

2
ey[N0Q2+N1Q1+N2Q0] + W Q2 + 2W Q Q W [2Q +Q

,

271 0 1 ri 0 1 0 ri 0 2 1

(3. 3. 19c)

, 2 , 2,
h3 [eU+U2]M0 + 2LeU1+U1IM0M1 + [eU0 +U0 ][2M0 M2 +M j

e 1

eV M N + eV [M N +M N + eVO[MON2+M1N1+M2NO]2e 0 0 1 e 01 10

+W ]m Q + [u1+w][M0Q1+M1Q0]
3ri 2e 00 21-

[eU1ri+NV n][M0 Q2+M1 Q1 2
+M

Q0

2

et).[M0Q3+M1Q+MQ1+M3Q01 + U2NO + 2U1N0N1

2,
U[2N0N2+N1j + eV N Q + eV[N0Q1+N1Q0]

0 3ri 0 0

eV 1[N0Q+N1Q1+NQ0 + eV[N0Q3+N1Q+NQ1+N3Q0]

2,
W31

Q2 +
2W2T1Q0Q1 + W171[200Q+Q1j+ 2W0.71[Q0Q3+0102],0

(3.3. 19d)

, r 2,
h4 = [eU+U3]M0 + 2LeU+U2'MOM' + [eU+U1][2M0M2+M1j

2ftU0e +U0 ][M0 M3 +M1 M2 + eV3e M0 N0 + eVEM0N1+M1N0]

eV* le [M° N2 +M1 N1 +M2 N0 + eV0 e[M0N3+M1N+MN1+M3NO] +



+W IM Q + [U-+W][M0Q1+M1Q01.n 00 31,1

+Wq ][M0 Q2 +M1 Q +M Q?.n c.

[U17]+Wq][M0Q3+M1Q2+M2Q1+M3Q0]

2

+[M0Q4+M1Q3+M2Q2+M3Q1+M4Q0] + U3NO + 2U2N0N1
2,

U1 [2N0 N2 +N1 J + 21J0[N0N3+N1N2] + 01- N Q4n 0 0

v 311[N1Q0+N0Q1] +
0/27,1[N2Q0+N1Q+N0(22]

V 1,9[N3Q0+N2Q1+N1 Q2 +N0 Q3]

+v On[N4Q0+N3Q+N2Q2+N1Q3 0+NQ4] + W Q2 + 2W3n01QQ40

37

2+ 2(VJ +U )M Q +07 N Q , ,
+ M N Q(4 0 0 0 (n 00 n On 0 On 0 0

(3. 3. 21a)

+ W [2Q Q +Q2] + 2Wln[Q0Q3+Q1Q2] + W[2Q0Q4+2Q1Q3+Q2,2 ;2n 0 2 1

(3. 3. 19e)

k10 = [1J. (M2+Q2) + M N + 2W M Q
On 0 0 On 0 0 On 0011 (3. 3. 20a)

k20 = M N + V (N2+Q2) + 2W N Q
On 0 0 On 0 0 On 0 0 n (3. 3. 20b)

2,k = 2WU M +V N )Q
30 + 2W Q2]On 0 On 0 0 On 0 n (3. 3. 20c)



1

k21 = QrOnMO+UOTINO>Q0j r(u1n1\40NO+IjOn (MON1 1+M NO)

V (N2+Q2) + 2V (N N +Q Q )) + 2 (W NQlii 0 0 On 0 1 0 1 111 0 0

W (N Q +N Q ))+ W M N + 2U N Q + M QOn 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00n
(3.3. 21b)

1 r,
k31 = L 1.5 (M2+Q2) + M N + 2W M Q )1on 0 0 on 0 0 on 0 0

2ft(U M Q +U (M Q +M Q )+V N Q +V (N Q +N Q11 0 0 On 0 1 10 Di 0 0 011 0 1 1 0

2
+ 2 (WQ0 + 2WQ0Q1)+ WM0Q0111; (3.3. 21c)

(U+W )(2M M +2Q Q ) + U (2M M +M2+2Q Q +Q2)
111 q 0 1 0 1 On 0 2 1 0 2 1

V MN +V
1n O 1 1 O

(MN+MN) +(MN2+MN+M2NO)2n 0 0

2(W +1J +U )M + 2(W +1.1 +U )(M Q +M Q )
211 1 0 0 111 fn 0 0 1 1 0

+ wOn(m0Q2+m1Q1+M2Q0) + 1N0Q0 + 010(NOQ1+N10Q)111

2 r
L2( 1.1 +U )M2 + +W )M Q + (M Q +M Q )q 0 0 111 fn 0 0 On 0 1 1 0

(3. 3. 22a)
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2 2
VJOTI(MON3+M1N2+M2N1+M3NO) + (N +Q )

311 0 0

2 2

2(N0N1+Q0Q1) +(2N0N+N1+2Q0Q2+Q1)

(N N + N +QQ+QQ) + 2(U +W )NQ
011 0 3 1 2 0 3 1 2 2 3T1 0 0

2(U1+W211)(N0Q1+N1Q0) + 2(U0+W1l)(N0Q2+N1Q1+N2Q0)

2W(N0Q3+N1Q2+NQ+N3Q0) +M Q
0 0

(M Q +M Q ) + (M Q +M Q +M Q )]q 0 1 0 0 02 1 1 20 /1

1 r 2 2k33 = Ls.,(vi+wio(mo+Q0)+ ( triii+w-n)(m0m1+Q0c21

2+On(2MOM2+M1+2Q0Q2+Q1) + V M N +(MN+MNO)
271 0 0 O 1 1

OTOTI(MON2+M1N1+M2NO) + 2(W +U )M Q
Zrj q 1 0 0

2(W +U )(M Q +M Q ) +
2WOn(M0Q2+M1Q1+m2Q0)Di (A 0 0 1 1 0

N Q + (N Q +N Q ))] + 2{( u +w )M Q0 0 (4 0 1 1 0 31-1 4 0 0

( u.2,9+-cArq)(m0Q1+M1Q0) + (V-3. +W )(M Q +M Q +M Q )
111 0 0 2 1 1 2 0

(MOQ3+M1Q2+M2Q1+M3Q0) + NQ
311 0 0

OT21(N0Q1+N1Q0) + il(N0Q2+N1Q1+N2Q0)

(N0Q3+N1Q2+NQ1+N3Q0) + 2W3 Q2 +
4W211Q0Q1ri 0

(3. 3. 23b)

2W (2Q Q +Q2) + 4W (Q Q +Q Q )]11 0 2 1 Oil 0 3 1 2 ri

41

(3. 3. 23c)
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( "[.T+W())(M0Q2+M1Q1+M2Q0) + (tU2 +W1 )(M0 Q1 +M1 Q0 )
1-1

2 2
( +W )M Q - 2U0(2N0N+N1) - 4U1N0N1 - 2U2NOIn 4 0 0

(N0Q3 +N1 Q2+N2Q1+N3Q0) -1 n(N0Q2+N1Q1+N2Q0)

V211 (N0Q1+N1Q0) - 31N00 (3. 3. 24a)

1 2 2
k24 = (Or (2M M +M +2N N +N2) + 4V1(M0M1+N0)2 g 0 2 1 0 2 1

4 (M2+N2) + ( g+2U0 )(M02 +M11 +M2 N0 )
0 0

2 ( +2U )(M +M ) + ( +2U )Mq 1 0 1 1 0 4 2 0 0

tV(M0Q3+M1Q2+M2Q1+M3Q0) +1 ri(M0Q2+M1Q1+

+OT2.9(M0Q1+M1Q0) +31 M0 Q0 +(N0Q3+N1 Q2+N2Q1+N3Q0)

L1.111(N0Q2+N1Q1+N2Q0 ) + U2n(N0Q1 +NI Q0) + 1.131,1N0Q0)]

O(M0 N4 +M1 N3 +M2 N2 +M3 N1 +M4 N0 )ri

(tU +W(n )(M0 N3 +M12 +M21 +M30)

(0-1211+W)(M0N2+M1N1+M2N0) + (tU3r,+W)(M0N1+M1N0)

2
+ (V.I471+W 3 )M0 N0+ on(2N0N4+2N1N3+N22+2Q0Q4+2Q03+Q2)

(2N0N3+2N1N2+2Q0Q3+2Q1Q2)
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2(ul+14r211)(N0Q2+N1Q1+N2Q0)+
2(u +W )(N Q +N Q

2 311 0 1 1 0

2(u +w )N Q + gVOg(M0Q3+M1Q2+M2Q1+M3Q0)
3 411 00

(M0Q2+M1Q1+M Q0) 012g(M0Q1+1\41C20)+ °T3gM0Q011-1'

(3.3. 24b)

1 ,
k34 = Lg(2gu(M0M3+m1m2+Q0Q3+Q1Q2)

(gu +w )(2m m +m2+2Q Q +Q2)
111 Og 0 2 0 1

2(gu2n+w1g)(m0mI+Q0Q1) + (gu )(M2 +Q2
31i 2g 0 0

gvOri(m0N3+m1N2+M2N1+M3NO)

gv111(mON2+MINI+M2NO)
+ gv211(MONI+MIN0) + M N311000

2w0 ri(M0Q3+M1Q2+M2Q1+M3(20)

2(w +gu +u )(M Q +M Q +M Q )og 0 0 2 1 1 2 0

2(W211+gu1g+u1)(\40Q1+M1Q0) + (W +gU +U )M Q
311 2g 2 0 0

gv0(N0Q2+N1Q1+N2Q0) + v1g(N0c:21+N1Q0) + gve0Q0>1

2[gu0n(m0Q4+m1Q3+m2Q2+m3Q1+m4c20)

(guln+w-Og)(1\40 Q3+MIQ2+M2Q1+M3Q0)

(gu271+W1g)(m0Q2+m1Q1+M2Q0) + (gU3ri+W ) +m1Q0)

(gU +W )M Q + g\T(N0Q4+N1Q3+N2Q2+N3Q1+N4Q0)41-1 3g 00 O

gV1n(N0Q3+NIQ2+N2Q1+N3Q0) + gV211(N0Q2+N1Q1+N2(20) +
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+3r,(N0Q1+N1Q0) +4/ N0 Q0 + 2 <W0 (2Q0 Q4 +2Q1 Q 3+Q2)2

+ 2Wiri(Q0Q3+Q1Q2) + W (2Q Q +Q2) + 2W QQ+W Q21J21 02 1 3q01 O0
(3. 3. 24c)

and the orientation vector equations

Zeroth order:

First order:

M = W M - (X.+1)u Q + kh M ,lr 0 On 2 On 0 0 0

(k+1)
In 0 On 2

Q +
khONO,

N W N -

(X-1) ,
Q = Q Q - j_13- M +V N ] - kW Q + kh Q1n 0 Oil 2 On 0 On 0 On 0 0 0'

(3.3. 26c)
Second order:

M = U M +W M +WM - X.[U +1.1
2,r1 0 0 1 01 0 0

(3. 327a)
(X.+1) (k-1) r

["(.7 Q +U Q - LOT N +W Q + k[h M +h
2 in 0 On 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 I.

(X-1)
N N +WN +WN - V M - kU N0 (n 0 1n 1 On 2 fn 0 0 0

M = 0, NOr = 0, Q = 0; (3. 3. 25)
i 011

(X+1)
2

[.\r Q +V Q ] + k[hil\To+hoNi],
111 0 011 1
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(3. 3. 26a)

(3. 3. 26b)

(3. 3. 27b)



(X-1) rQ=V\I Q +W Q +W Q - W.J M +U M+V N+V N ]
211 0 (n 0 1.11 1 On 2 111 0 On 1 ln 0 On 1

(X +1 ) W M - X.[W Q +W Q + k[h1Q0+h0Q1];2 (n 0 171 0 On 1

Third order:

M3r1=UUM +UM ]+W0M +W1M +WM0 1 2n ln 2 On

(X.-1)

X[(U1)M0 +
(U0 )M1

] - --UV00.3.+VeTo]
2

(X+1)

2

r

On Q2 +Uln Q1 +U2n Q0 -("1) [W Q +W Q ]
2 (n 1 q 0

+ X[112M0+h1M1+h0M2], (3.3. 28a)

(k+1)

2
L.\r M1

+V
M0 - X[U0N1+1J1N0]

(X+1) r
[.r Q +V Q +V Q ] +

X[h2N0+hlN1+hON2],
(3. 3. 28b)

2 On 2 1n 1 2n0

(X-1) r M +U M +U M +V N +V N +V N]
2 011 2 11 1 2n 0 On 2 1n 1 2n 0

(X+1) r
LAAT

M1 +W1 M0
]

- X[WOn Q2 +Wln Q1 +W2n Q0
]

2
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(3.3. 27c)

+ X.[h2Q0+h1Q1+h0Q2] ; (3. 3. 28c)



Fourth order:

m4ri = [UM +U UM + M ] + W0 4 1 1 2 ()

X[(U0 -f-tUOt )M + (U11- 15)M1 + (U2-q11)M0]

(X-1) r01. N +V N +V N ]
2 2 4 1 4 0

(X+1) r

1.1.JOn(23+UQ2+UQ1+U3riQ0]2

(X-1) r[W Q +W Q +W Q ] + X[h3M0+1121\41+h1M2+h0M3],
2 () 2 4 1 4 0

(3.3. 29a)

(X+1)
L\T(n M2 +V4 M1 +V4 M0 - X[U0N+U1N1+U2N0]2

_
(X+1) t[V Q +V Q +V Q +V Q2 On 3 1 n 2 2n 1 3n 0

+ X[h3N0+h2N1+h1N2+h0N3], (3. 3. 29b)

(X-1)
[

On M3 +Uln M2 +U2n M1 +U31 M0 +V N3 +V N2 +V N1 +V N ]2 On ln 21 3n 0

(X+1)
2 [W(n M +W4 M1 +W4 M ]

0

k[w071Q3+w1 Q2+w21Q1+W31Q0] + X[h3Q0+h2Q1+h1Q +h0 Q3]

47

+ W1M2ri + W2M1r) + W3M

(3. 3. 29c)



conditions:

U. = 0 V =1, V = 0, W. = 0 at /I = 0,
,1 0 i+1 1

The above equations are subjected to the following boundary

or in expanded form

U. 0, V 0 as r --"" co (3.3.30b)
1

with i = 0,1,2, ..

and the normalization of the orientation vector leads to

M2 +N2 2+Q = 1,

2 2 2

MO
+

NO
+ Q0 = 1, (3.3.32a)

2{M01\41+N0N1+Q0Q11 = (3.3.32b)

2 2 2

2M0M2
+ M +

2N0N2
+

N1
+

2Q0Q2
+ Q1 = 0, (3.3.32c)

1

2{M0M3+1\411\42+N0N3+N1N2+Q0Q3+Q1°21 = (3.3.32d)

2 , 2 r2[M0M4+M1M3] + M + 2[1\T0N4+N1N3] + N + 2[Q0Q4+Q1Q2]
2 2

2
+Q = 0 .

2

Special Types of Anisotropic Fluids

48

(3.3.30a)

(3.3.31)

(3.3.32e)

We shall assume that the anisotropic fluid, before coming under



the influence of the rotating disk, has a definite orientation. Let us

lable the undistrubed components of the orientation vector

(a, b, c) (3. 3. 33)

with a, b, c constants. We wish to investigate the rotating disk's

influence upon this fluid with definite orientation. Thus the boundary

conditions for the components of the orientation vector are

(3. 3. 34)M( , /1) a, c for n co .

In our expanded notation, we have

(3. 3. 35a)M0 a, N Q c for c°0 0 0

and

(3. 3. 35b)M. 0, 0,
Ni+1

0,
Qi+1 for "

with i = 0, 1, 2, ... .

Zeroth Order Solution

The solution of the equations (3. 3. 25) which satisfy the boundary

conditions (3. 3. 35a) are

Mo = a, N0 = b, Q0 = c (3. 3. 36)

The solution of the continuity equation (3. 3. 3a) which satisfies the

boundary condition (3. 3. 30a) is
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U0(,11) = 0,

--1142
V = e

P n) = D-1 -1

X = 0, the system of Equations (3.3. 38a, b) is separated into two

independent partial differential equations. The solutions for these

two cases which satisfy the boundary conditions (3. 3. 30a, b) are

Case I (x = 0)
(3. 3. 40a)

(3. 3. 40b)

(3. 3. 40c)

U + U + xV =0,
1 Orin On 01111

(3. 3. 38a)

XU +tjiV +V =0,
Onn 2 Orin On

(3.3. 38b)

with

P-111 = 1.1[aU +bV ,
On On n

(3. 3. 38c)

22 2 2Lpi = 1 + y2a c + y3(a +c ),

4J2 = 1 + y2b2c2 + y3(b2+c2),

2

(3. 3.

(3. 3.

39a)

39b)

x = ab(y2c +y3),

fl = c(y2c+2y 3).

(3. 3.

(3. 3.

39c)

39d)

Examining Equations (3. 3. 38a, b) we see that two cases arise. If

50

WO = (3. 3. 37)

The balance of momentum equations (3. 3. 4a-c) become



with

and

Case II (x 0):

-8111
_62r1

Uo( , Ti) = A(e - e ),0

-5 -82n1
V n) = B*1 e + B02* e0 0

D_ = ; (3. 3. 41)

-51 _6z1
P1 (t,11) =

(D-*1 1e
+

D-*12e-

with

2 2
61 = [-(4)1+qi2) + -q)2) +4x .1/4X 41LP2.1,

82 = [-(YLP2) - (kiii-4i2)2+4X2Y2[X

= 8182x / [82-81],

B*1 = A*[1-kii11 ] 1X ,0 0

B2 A*[4J12 -1] / 2x ,
0 0

D* = -11A[81 (ax +134)1)+b],-11 0

D*12 = 11A*[82 (ax
+134J1

)-b].- 0

51

(3. 3.42a)

(3.3. 42b)

(3. 3. 42c)

(3.3.43a)

(3.3.43b)

(3.3.43c)

(3.3.43d)

(3.3.43e)

(3.3.43f)

(3.3.43g)



First Order Solution

TI.e oluti-xa of Equations (3. 3. 262-c) which satisfy the boundary

conditions (3.3. 35b) is

2 (X.+1)
M1( , = [().a - 2 )U0+XabV0]c,

N1( , 11)-= [X.a.bUo+
(X.b2- (k+15V

2 0 c'

2 (X-1) irQ [X.c -
2- llaU0 +bV0 ]1

1

The solution of the continuity equation (3. 3. 3b) which satisfies the

boundary condition (3. 3. 30a) is

W1 ( ,r1) = Uo( ,T)dT.
0

The balance of momentum equations (3. 3. 5a- c) become

U +u + x V
1 lir) 111 11111

13_ - [((3a2-2c2)y2+2-y3)acU0 + ((2a2-b2)y2- 2y3)bcV0

+ 2((y2c2+.y3)aM1 + (y2a+-y3)cQ1)U01

7 2
+ qN2c +-y3)bA/1/+(N2c2+)/3)aNi+2.y2abc(21)Voil]ii,

52

(3. 3.44a)

(3. 3. 44b)

(3. 3. 44c)

(3. 3. 45)

(3. 3. 46a)



XU + 4i V +V
1 rin 2 1 nn

1 / 2 2 2,4a +b -2c iy 13cU + 3(-y b2+y )acV
3s)/ 0 2 3 0

((y2c2+y3)blVI1 + (y2c2+y3)al\TI + 2abc-y2Q1)U01

4 4y2c2+1/3)bN1 + (y2b+y3)cQ1> vOnln (3. 3. 46b)

P = -2 + W + [7 (3a2 +b2 -2c2 )c2
-y2

+ (2a2 -6c2 )y321J0in

2 ((y2c2+y3)ab)V0 + 2c2+2-y3)c + (3y2c2+2N3)aQ1)Uon

((y2c+2y3)cN1 + (3y2 c2+23y )bQ1/ VOn + ( y2c2+2y3) acUln

y224-2N3) bcVmn],ri. (3. 3. 46c)

The solutions for Equations (3. 3. 44a-c) and (3. 3. 46a- c) which satisfy

the boundary conditions (3. 3. 35b) and (3. 3. 30a, b) are

Case I (x = 0)

53

-1142M1 (,1l) = ml (3.3. 47a)

-71/4j2
N

1
T1) = n

1
(3. 3. 47b)

-1/4i2

Q1
T1) = q

1
(3. 3. 47c)

W1 = 0, (3. 3. 48)



-27142
-14,1 fU1( ,1) =lUe -e i

Lp1

-21-142 -1-1/ip.)

V = B 1,
1 1

2e
2-141 2 2P0i) =

-14 - 211 Ali2

+
(D02+D03 )e +

D04
e +

D05r D01

(3.3. 51a)
if

2 -142 2 -27142 2 -2142
Po( ,11) = [502+503 + D04C- e +

D05 (3.3. 51b)

" 1P1 2`Pz'

where

m = Xabc, (3.3. 52a)
1

- [X1D2(X +1)- - ]c, (3. 3. 52b)z

[x.c2_
ju (3. 3. 52c)

2 '

A1 = [(N2c2+y3)(bm1+an1) + (3. 3. 53a)

= 2[(y2c2+N3)(bm1+an1) + 2.y2abcci1]/LIJ2, (3. 3. 53b)

B1 = -2[(N2c2+y3)bn1 + (N2b2+y3)cq042, (3. 3. 54)

(3. 3. 50)

42, (3.

(3.

3.

3.

54

49a)

49b)u(,T1) = fle
-211/L,U2

if = 42'



and

respectively.

D01 IlaA1 /4)1,

2

D02 = 2(-y2c +-y3)ab,

D03 = lIbB142,

D04 = -[Iln1+(3y2c2+2N3)bq1 + 21I(aA1+bB1)]/L1)

D05
is a constant of integration,

B02 = 2(y2c2+-y3)ab,

D03 = rIbB142,

04 = 41In1+(3y2c2+2.y3)bq1 + 11(2bB1-42:A1)],

T305 = -211a.A1

We have required that

[-((2a2-b2)-y2-2y3)c + II]b = 0 (3.3. 57a)

, 2
-31/2b +Y3)ac = 0 (3. 3. 57b)

to insure that
U1

TO and
V1

n) are bounded at = 0
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(3.3. 55a)

(3.3. 55b)

(3.3. 55c)

(3. 3. 55d)

(3. 3. 56a)

(3. 3. 56b)

(3. 3. 56c)

(3. 3. 56d)



Case II (x 0)

M1
, T1) = [rn*1 1

e 1 + m*2 e1

51 ri
N.1( , 11) = 11e 1 + n*2 e1

-8 ri
-52Ti

r1) = {,fa
1rie + q*2 e1

-82111
eW1(,11) =

2A0
( e

5

5 T1 -5 - 28
2ri -(81+52)1

U1(
,11) =

[A*1
1

e + A*2 e +
A*13 1

e
11

+ A*4 e1 1

5 ri -52 -25n
-(51+82)n

v1 T1)
[13*1

1
e + B 1,(2e +

B13 1*

e111+ B*4 e1

Po = -2U - W1 + [(3a+b2-2c2)c2y2 + 2(a2 -3ç22

+ 2(y c2 + y3)abV0 + y2c2+4)cM +(3y c2+2y )aQ
3 1 2 3 1/-

+<(y2c+y3)cN1

+ A* e-252111
15

-252T*i+ B e
15

(3-y2c2 +2.y3)6.21>V0T1

] U0

56

(3. 3. 58a)

(3.3. 58b)

(3. 3. 58c)

(3. 3. 59a)

(3. 3. 59b)

(3. 3. 59c)

+ (y2c2+2y3)ac Uln + (y2c2+2y3)bc Vi, (3.3. 59d)



where

Kxa2_ '5A+ kabB*1 1c,
2 0 0

m*
12

2
(X+1) ,nn [XabA6' +0 - - 113* jc,

2 01

(X+1)\
n*2 [-XabA* + ( Xb2 -

1 0 2 02

[kc2 ][aA*+bB*
2 0 01

(X.-q2 [Xc2 -
1)

][-aA*+bB2*
12 0 u2

A* = -[A* + + A* ],
A13 1*

A!41*4 1

[_ (xa,2_-i,J.J, A* + XabB62ic,
0

1

AL = (1-4)161)(A3+Ar4+A5)/(x61)+ [A13(1-4181)

+ [A1:4 _04]/[(61+82)x]

+ [Ar5(1-402)-051/(262x),

5
=[(1-24)22)05+20582]/[4(Lli12-x2)62-2(4,44 )8 +1],

i 2 1 2 2

03]/(26 X)
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(3.3.60a)

(3.3.60b)

(3.3.61a)

(3.3.61b)

(3.3.62a)

(3.3.62b)

(3.3.63a)

(3.3.63b)

(3.3.63e)

1 2 5

A.*i3

2
= [(1-24,281)03+2x4)381]/[4(Lii1Lji2-x )821-2(4)1+4)2)81+1],

(3.3.63c)

Ar4 = [(1-(61+62)4J2>04+(51+82)X$41/[(4)0J2-X2)(81+82)2

- (Liii+Lli2)(61+82)+1], (3.3.63d)



D*11
=- [ 7 +43a2-

1
61

B* = [14 5 ]A* /(X5

B*5 = [A15* (1-4152)-05]/(252X),1

with

c)y2+2y3)acA6 + Q2a -
/ 2 2

[(y2c2+y3)(bmpi+anpi) + 2y2abcqp1]61 B61,

04 = 2{[(2c2+y3 1)arri*2 +
(y2 a2+y3 )cq* ]6

12 1

, 2

- [(2y c2+y3 1*1
)am + ky a +y )cq* 1E1 )A*

2 3 11 2 0

[(y2c2+y3)(bmn +ann.) + 2y2abcqr052B62

[(y2c+y3)(bmp2+ani1/42) + 2y2abcq-p2151B1,

05 = -2A*82 [(2y c+y3 1*2
)am +

2 a2+y3 )cq*2 ]
0 1

r 2+ 5 B* fty c +y )(bm* +an* ) +
22y abcq12*

],
2 02 2 3 12 12

-y -2y3/ bcB01* ],
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(3. 3. 64a)

(3.3. 64e)

(3.3. 65a)

Dj(12 / 2 2
02 = [

-62
-((3a2-2c2))/2-1-2y3)acA6+Q2a -b ))/2-2y3)bc1362],

(3. 3. 65b)

03 = 2[(y2cz+y3)ampi + (y2a2+y3)cqi1]61A6

(3. 3. 65c)

(3.3.65d)

(3. 3. 65e)

11 1 1 11 1

12
= [1-4, ]A* /CO

1 2 12 2
(3. 3. 64b)

B*31 [Ar3(1-4151)-03]/(261x) (3. 3. 64c)

= [Af4 (1-ip1(61+52))-04]/[(61+82)x], (3. 3. 64d)



(1), = -K (4a2+b2-2c2)y2+y3)bcA(,'i, + 3(y2b2+y3)acB61],

_[..c(4a2 +b2 -2c2 )y2 +3y >bcA* + 3(y2b2+y3)ac1362J,
2 0

[(y2c2+y3)(bmp1+ann) + 2abcy2qi1]5

r 2 22L(y2c +y3)bn'1 +
(y213+y3)cq*1 ]O1 B"1 61'

14)4 = {-[(Y2c2+y3)(bmri+ann) + 2abcy2qi1J52

[(y2c2+y3)(bmp2+anr2) + 2abcy2qp2151}A.6

2{[(y2c2+y3)bnt1 + (y2b2+-y3)cqn152B62

+ [(y2c+y 3)bnL + (y2b2+y3)ccit2]51B61},

405 = --[(Y2c2+y
3 1*2

)(bm
+an12*

) +
2abc2y q12* ]52 A*0

+ 2[(y2c+3 *2
y,)bn + (y2 b2+3y )cq* 22.j5,,B6*2 .1 1

We have required that

(1-51 LIJ1
)0, + x4161 = 0

and

quired that

(l-62LP2)02 + 0282 = °

59

(3.3. 66a)

(3.3.66b)

(3. 3. 66c)

(3. 3. 66d)

(3. 3. 66e)

(3. 3. 67a)

(3.3. 67b)

to insure that U1(,11) is bounded at = 0. Also, we have re-



[(1- 61Li)2)01+015141 /[(Lii1+IP2)-251(4,1LP2-x2)] - 01 = 0 (3. 3. 68a)

and

[(1-524)2)02+0.282]1 /[(4,1+Lp2)-262(4,14,2-x2)] - 02 = 0 (3.3. 68b)

to insure that V1(,11) is bounded for = 0.

Second Order Solution

Since the only terms Uo, VU, Po, Ui, V1, W1, MI, NI, Q1
-Akncontain are of the type e , where

Ak
> 0, then Equations

(3. 3. 6a, b) can be written as

y1(a2-b2)
J

-Akn
41 u2nri +U +

xv2111
=- + /Z1k( )e

k=1

and

XU + V +V = -
27112 211r1 211

and

2ylab

k=1

The solutions of the Equations (3. 3. 69a, b) are of the form

22
y1(a -b ) -kr)

U2(g, TO = C1 (t) - n + O(e),.2
S

2y lab -kn
V2(t, = C2(t) - + 0(e )

60

(3.3. 69a)

(3. 3. 69b)

(3. 3. 70a)

(3. 3. 70b)



for x = 0; and of the form1-101
U2( ,11) = [1((a2-b2)1 1LIJ

+2xab-(a2 -b2 )11>]+C*( ) + 0(e )

(3.3.71a)

and

2y
1 r (a2-b2) 2 ,

V2( , 11) = abrl J + C*( ) + 0(e ),
2x 2

for X0.

Since
U2

0 and
V2

0 for °°, we require

y1(a2-b)= 0 (3.3.72a)

and

ylab = 0. (3.3.72b)

Case I: yi 0. Then

a = b = 0; c = E = ±1 (3.3.73)
and

x = 0.

Case II: = 0.

For the solution with large suction parameter a, we shall

consider only the case
y1

0. Then the equations for the second

order solution become

61

(3.3.71b)



The solutions of Equations (3. 3. 74a-g) which satisfy the boundary

62

conditions (3.3. 30a, b) and (3.3. 35b) are

Mz( , rl) = 0,

N2(,11) = 0,

Q =
q2

e
2 -2611

-611
U2

r1) = A2(e -e

V2( ' 11) = B2111 e

W2 rl) = 0,

P1 71) = 0,

-26/1
),

B22(e -611-e
-3671.),

(3.3.

(3.3.

(3. 3.

(3. 3.

(3.3

(3.3.

(3.3.

75a)

75b)

75c)

76a)

76b)

76c)

76d)

M2ii =0, (3. 3. 74a)

N =0,

(x+1)

(3. 3.

(3.3.

74b)

74c)Q = V
211 2 1 Ori

(3. 3. 74d)

(3.3. 74e)

= w2Tm + W211+ y2[OroriN2E+W21]11+ 2y3RvoriN2E+2W271171,

(3.3. 74f)

W2n =0. (3.3. 74g)



with

6 = 1 /(1+-y3),

q2 = -(X+1)2E /8,

A2 = [1- (X+1)6(-y2+3y3)]/(26),

B21 =1(X+1)6 /2,

B22 = y(X+1)26/8.

Third Order Solution

The third order equations (3.3. 28a-c) and (3.3. 7a-c) with

y1
0 are

(X+1)
M3ri = - VI E, (3.3.78a)

2 2n

(X+1)
N3

= - [V Q +V E] - .NT (N )2E , (3.3.78b)
2 On 2 2n On 1

Q = 0, (3.3.78c)

1 (3.3.78d)5 U3rm + U371 = 0,

1

V3
+

V31
=-2

y3 [V0
Q E, (3.3.78e)

11 n

P =W +W + 2y1 E Q+y2[072riN1 E \TOTI(N1Q2+N3E) + W3n211 311 31

r 1 2 )+ 2Q V N II + y U
2 On 1 11 3
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(3.3.77a)

(3.3.77h)

(3.3.77c)

(3.3.77d)

(3.3.77e)

+ 2 (V2T1N10ri(N1
Q2+N3E)

+
2W3

) ],
11 rl

(3.3.78f)



W- = -2U
311 2.

The solutions of Equations (3.3.78a-g) which satisfy the bound-

ary conditions (3.3.30a, b) and (3.3.35b) are
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(3.3. 78g)

-511
-25

11),M = m -e

-8/1 2

(3.3.79a)

N3( , ri) = (n3i+n32'n) e + (n33+n34) e-3511,

Q3(,11) = 0,

U3 = 0,

V3( ,11) = 0,

W3(,11 C3[2e -511-e -25Th

(3.3.79b)

(3.3.79c)

(3.3.79d)

(3.3.79e)

(3.3.79f)

P2 = +
D21e

811+
(D22+D

2

+D242ri)e-281

+ (D25+D262)2e -48r1, (3.3.79g)

with

(X+1) (3.3.80a)m3-
2 A2E ,

(X+1) (3.3.80b)n31 - 2 22

(X+1)
(3.3.80c)n32 = -

2 B21E ,

(X+1)
(3.3.80d)n33 = 2 B22E,



r(X+1) 2

n34 = -I
2 q2+X.n1EP3,

C3 = A2/6,

D20 - - C3'

D21 = -2[15C3(1+y2+4.y3 - .y3A2 - C3],

D22 = -[2y3A2+C3-25C3(1+.y2+4)/3)],

65

(3.3.80e)

(3.3.80f)

(3.3.81a)

(3.3.81b)

(3.3.81c)

D23 = 2Ey1 (42 + (y2+2y3)(B21-5B22)n1E

(N24-2N3)n316E' (3.3.81d)

D24 17 -( Y2+2N3)(B21111+n32)6E (3.3.81e)

D25 = (y2+2-y3)(3B22n1-n33)6E , (3.3.81f)

D26 17 - 426n1q2 (Y2+43)(n1c12+n34()6. (3.3.81g)

Fourth Order Solution

The fourth order equations (3.3.29a-c) and (3.3.8a-c) with

-y 0 are
1

A/1,4n = 0'

N411
=0,

(X+1),
Q = 1_

*V"TIN3 2II
+VN1] + 2X.EV N Q41 2 0 On 1 2

(3.3.82a)

(3.3.82b)

(3.3.82c)



1 U4+ Uzlyi = -
1

[y1M3E +-y2h0M3E -Fy3 ( 2E U2,TIQ2+07.01,1M3N1 )

2

+ 2
N1

N1 +
2

-Y2"ON1 + [V (N Q +N e)+V N E
On 1 2 3 2n 1

1

- 2V0V2,

+ V =
lr ( N Q +N E ) (h (N Q +N Q )+h N

5 zinn 4n 1 1 2 3 2 0 1 2 3 0 2 1

N3<0Ton(2NiN3+2Q4 +

V (N2+2Q2 E) + 2(U2+W)N1E) in
2/1 1

(3.3.82e)

W3 V0 + 2U2V0
r,.3

- (VOn M3 E+U2n N1
E) ,

11

p31.1 = W4rin +W + 2N1Q2nE y2ft VOTIN4E +W4Ti]n

+ 2.y3[V0yi(N3Q1+N4E) + WoriLl (3.3.82f)

Wily] = 0 (3.3.82g)

with ho and h2 given by (3.3.19a) and (3.3.19c) respectively.

The solutions of Equations (3.3.82a-g) which satisfy the boundary

conditions (3.3.30a, b) and (3.3.35b) are

M4(,) = 0, (3.3.83a)

N4 r1) = 0, (3.3.83b)

2

2
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(3.3.82d)

Q4 =(q41-1- q42n)e-2511 +(q43+q442)e-451, (3.3.83c)



-28n -8n - 28n
U4 T1) = A4111e + A42(e -e ) + A43ne

2 -35n -6n 2 -48n -5n+ A
44

(e -e ) +
(A45+A46 )(e -e ), (3.3.83d)

-81 -2811-e-813+ (B +B eme-38n-e-81)
V4 T1) = (B41+B42n)ne + B43(e 44 45

2

+B46ne-3811+2(B47+B482)(e-5811-e),

W4( ,11) = 0,

P3 n) = D32e-2811

where
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(3.3.83e)

(3.3.83f)

(3.3.83g)

q41 = (X+1)[(n32-n1B21)/(88)+ (n31+n1B22)/4] (3.3.84a)

c142
(X.+1)[n32+n1B21]/4, (3.3.84b)

q43 = (X.+1)[n33-3B22n1]/8, (3.3.84c)

q44 = [(X.+1)n34+4XEn1q2J/8' (3.3.84d)

A41 - -.Y1m36E (3.3.85a)

A42 = -)11[Ern3-n21/(28)]- Y3[(B22-1321"8 +<n32/(26)+n32)E]

+ "24-B21) /(28) - B22 +D23+A43]/5, (3.3.85b)

A43 -Y3{111B21+n32}E [D24-1321]/8' (3.3.85c)

A44 =`" -N21111113+Y3 (m3n1+2Azq2E) ]8/2, (3.3.85d)

A45 = 4y3 ( n33-3B2zni) /2 - ( D25+1322) /(28)]/3, (3.3.85e)



3-ryz (ni /4 - nim36 ) - -y3( 4A2qz5E+nim35
A46

- q2 /2 - n34E
/2) - D26/5]/3, (3. 3. 85f)

B41 = -Ty1n31E+C315, (3.3. 86a)

B42 - 8-yin3zE /2, (3.3.86b)

B43 = 2-y3[2A2n1+m3]E - C3+A2/5 - 2(-y2+2-y3)C3n15E , (3.3.86c)

B44 =1n33-F2(-y2+2y3)C3n15E+ (2-y3 (7A2.n1+2m3)+C3-2A2/5)/3]/2,
(3.3.86d)

B45 = -[--y1(n1q2+n34E) + (-y2+N3) (25nin3i-n2I(B21-5B

+ 2-y3 (5q4 - -61322))]/2 + B46/(26), (3.3.86e)

B46 = - [(y2+y3)(2n32+n1B21)n15 + 2-y3(q42+q2B21)E 5]/2, (3.3.86f)

B47 = 42(Y2-1-y3)6nin33+2y38c(q43-3q2B22)-3(N2+-y3)4B226]/4,

(3.3.86g)

-
M( ,/.1) = M3( ,T1)cl3 + 0(a-5 ),
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B48 =2+y3)5n1n34-I-y36(2E q44+q2)+22-y onq2 ER4,
2 1

(3.3.86h)

D3 = 2y1Eq2. (3. 3. 87)

Summary of Solutions for Large Suction Parameter a

The orientation, velocity, and pressure fields are:

(3.3. 88a)



- -
N(t,T1) = N1 ( ,1-1)a1 + N3( ,11)a,3 + 0(a5),

Qkt,ri) Et Q( ,11)0-_2 4- Q4(t,r1)a-4 + 0(a5),

-2 -4 -5U(t, r1) =(t, 11)a+ U4(, )a + 0(a ),

-4V(t, = V0(, T1) + V2 T-1)a + V4 + 0(a-5), (3.3.88e)

-
W(t, = -a + W3 rl)a3 + 0(a5),

-
p( ,r1) = Po(t,n) +2(t, T1)0--2 + P3(t, 11)a3 + 0(a-4 ), (3.3.88g)

where E = 1 and U2 ,U' -V0,V2,V-W-3'
P0, P2, and P3 are

4 4'

given respectively by (3.3.76a), (3.3.83d); (3.3.40b), (3.3.76b),

(3.3.83e); (3.3.79f); (3.3.51a), (3.3.79g), and (3.3.83g). Again

M3; N1, N3; Q2 and Q4 are given respectively by (3.3.79a);

(3.3.47b), (3.3.79b); (3.3.75c) and (3.3.83c).

3.4 Intrepretations of Numerical Computations and Graphs

In order to interpret the solutions obtained in the previous

article, we now consider some numerical illustrations. From these

interpretations we see later that the flow pattern and orientation pro-

file greatly depend upon the values of the rheological parameters

.Y1' Y2, 113, and X, as influenced by the anisotropic character of
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(3.3.88b)

(3.3.88c)

(3.3.88d)

(3.3.88f)

the fluid. We shall consider two sets of values of the rheological
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parameters -y2, -y3, X) which give completely different flow

pattern and orientation profile.

Let us consider the anisotropic fluid characterized by the

rheological parameters (2, -3/2,1 /4,1). We will now discuss the re-

sults of our theoretical predictions.

Anisotropic Velocity Distribution

Radial Velocity Component: The rotating disk under the above

conditions acts like a centrifugal fan, with the radical flow being

balanced by an increase in the axial flow toward the rotating disk. The

radial velocity profile is given in Figure 3.4.1. The radial compo-

nent of velocity is zero on the disk because of the no-slip condition,

but as the distance from the disk increases, the disk's influence be-

comes very predominant and the radial velocity increases sharply, as

is clear from Figure 3.4.1. The radial flow reaches a peak value for

the axial distance between 0.10 and 0.25 and decreases asymptotically

to zero, indicating that the influence of the rotating disk on the fluid

decays gradually after a maximum is reached. The radial component

of velocity shows a rapid decrease in magnitude with increase in

suction.

Tangential Velocity Component: The tangential component of

velocity is unity on the disk because of the no-slip condition and

decreases aymptotically to zero, with the disk's influence on this



U'
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Figure 3. 4. 1. Radial velocity (U) profile against for fluid char-
acterized by rheological parameters (2, -3/2, 1/4, 1)
with U = U'x 10-3, = x 10-1 and = 0 for suction
a = 5, 6, 7 and 8.
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velocity component becoming negligible for the axial distance > 1.2,

as is found from Figure 3.4.2. The tangential component of velocity

decreases more rapidly with an increase in suction.

Figure 3. 4. 2. Tangential velocity (V) profile against for fluid char-
acterized by rheological parameters (2, -3/2, 1/4, 1)

-1 -1with V = V' x 10 , = x 10 and = 0 for suction
a = 5, 6, and 8.

Axial Velocity Component: Since the axial flow must balance

the induced flow, the magnitude of the axial component of velocity

should be greater than the suction velocity. We note that the differ-

ence between the magnitudes of axial component of velocity and suction

velocity increases as suction decreases within the range of its values



as indicated by Figure 3.4. 3, which indicates the increasingly pro-

nounced influence of the rotating disk on the induced flow as suction

decreases.

Orientation Field

In the development of Ericksen's theory for anisotropic fluids,

the orientation vector n is indistinguishable from -n . Using

this, we find in the present investigation that for large the

orientation vector becomes aligned in the axial direction since the

flow occurs mostly along that direction. As decreases, the

orientation vector simply continues to align itself along the flow which

in this case is not along the axial direction.

Radial Orientation
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The magnitude of the orientation vector component in the radial

direction is zero for = 0 but increases rapidly as increases,

reaching a maximum at the same value of as does the radial com-

ponent of velocity. It then decreases asymptotically to zero as

increases. The magnitude of the radial orientation vector component

decreases rapidly as the suction increases, as seen in Figure 3.4.4.

This is reasonable since the rotating disk's influence on the fluid flow

diminishes as the suction increases, thus causing the axial flow to

dominate, which in turn causes the orientation vector to align along
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Figure 3.4. 3. Axial velocity (W) profile against for fluid character-
ized by rheological parameters (2, -3/2, 1/4, 1) with
W = W'x 10-3, t, = x 10_i, and t = 0 for suction
a = 5, 6, 7 and 8.
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the axial direction.
1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

-M'

Figure 3.4.4. Orientation vector component (M) in radial direction
against T for fluid characterized by rheological param-
eters (2, -3/2, 1/4, 1) with M = M' x 10-4,

= x 10-1, and = 0.25 for suction a = 5, 6, 7,
and 8.

Tangential Orientation

The magnitude of the orientation vector component in the tangen-

tial direction is positive for = 0, its value depending on the suc-

tion, and decreases asymptotically to zero as increases, as is

found in Figure 3.4.5. The character of the axial orientation is

automatically determined by using the normalizing condition and the

radial and tangential orientations.

We also note that as the radial distance increases for fixed

suction, the rotating disk has a greater influence on the orientation
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vector while the radial velocity decreases slightly and the tangential

velocity increases very slightly.
1 2 3 4 5
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-N'
Figure 3. 4.5. Orientation vector component (N) in tangential direc-

tion against for fluid characterized by rheolokical
parameters (2, -3/2, 1/4, 1) with N = N' x 10-4,

= x 10-1, and = 0.25 for suction a = 5, 6, and 8.

Next, we consider another anisotropic fluid described by the

rheological parameters (2, 1/2, 1/4, 1).

Anisotropic Velocity Distribution

In this case the radial flow is not in the outward direction in

contrast to the foregoing case, but is in the inward direction toward

the axis of rotation. Thus the rotating disk acts like a centripetal

fan, which is typically a non-Newtonian behavior. The disk tends to

impede the axial flow towards itself since the magnitude of the axial

velocity for > 0 is less than that for = 0.

Radial Velocity Component: The radial velocity is zero for

= 0, but as increases, the rotating disk's influence becomes



-U'
Figure 3.4.6. Radial velocity (U) profile against for fluid charac-

terized by 'theological parameters (2, 1/2, 1/4, 1)
with U = U' x 10-3, = x 10-1, and = 0 for suction
a = 5, 6, 7, and 8.

Tangential Velocity Component: There is neither much quanti-

tative change between the tangential components of velocity nor quali-

tative change in their profiles for the two fluids described by the sets

of rheological parameters (2, -3/2, 1/4, 1) and (2, 1/2, 1/4, 1).
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important and the radial velocity component decreases sharply to a

minimum value for between 0.1 and 0.2 then increases asympto-

tically to zero, as is seen in Figure 3.4.6. The radial component

shows a rapid decrease in magnitude with increase in suction.

1 2 3 4 5 7 9 10 11 12



Axial Velocity Component: The axial velocity profile for this

case is given by Figure 3.4.7. Since the fluid flows inward toward

the axis of rotation for the case (2, 1/2, 1/4, 1), the magnitude of

the axial component of velocity decreases as increases, with its

limiting value smaller than the suction velocity. The difference be-

tween the suction velocity and the limiting value of the magnitude of

the axial component of velocity decreases as the suction increases.

Orientation Field
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As in the former case of the anisotropic fluid (3, -3/2, 1/4, 1),

we find that for large the orientation vector becomes aligned in

the axial direction since the flow occurs mostly along that direction.

As decreases, the orientation vector simply continues to align

itself along the fluid flow which in this case is not along the axial

direction. We also notice that as the radial distance increases,

for a fixed value of the suction parameter, the radial flow increases

in magnitude slightly while the tangential velocity remains approxi-

mately the same. However, the orientation vector again changes to a

large extent. The profiles of the radial orientation attain increasing

higher peaks with increasing but they all approach the c-axis

asymptotically at approximately the same value of as seen in

Figure 3. 4. 8.

The tangential component of the orientation vector near the disk
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Figure 3. 4. 7 Axial velocity (W) profile against for fluid character-
ized by rheological parameters (2, 1/2, 1/4, 1) with
W = W'x 10-3, = x 10-i, and g = 0 for suction
a = 5, 6, 7, and 8.
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= 0) increases in magnitude as the radial distance increases,

while farther away from the disk it decreases more rapidly toward

zero as increases and attains asymptotic character at about the

same value of as is observed in Figure 3. 4. 9.

M'

20

15

10

Figure 3. 4. 8. Orientation vector component (M) in radial direction
against with varying from 0 to 3. The fluid is
characterized by rheological parameters (2, 1/2, 1/4,

41). The suction parameter a is 6, M = M' x 10, and
= x 10-1.



-N'

Figure 3.4. 9. Orientation vector component (N) in the tangential
direction against with varying from 0 to 3.
The fluid is characterized by rheological parameters
(2, 1/2, 1/41 1). The suction parameter a is 6,
N = N' x 10- , and = x 10-1.

3.5 Anisotropic Influence on Velocity and Orientation
Fields (Large Suction)

Stuart (1954) observed that a rotating disk in a viscous fluid acts

like a centrifugal fan, the radial flow being balanced by an induced

axial flow toward the rotating disk. When suction is applied the radial

flow is decreased, while the axial flow at infinity towards the disk is

larger. In the present investigation, we have observed that a rotating

disk in some anisotropic fluids (y1 = 2, y2 = -3/2, y3 = 1/4, k 1)

acts as a centrifugal fan, while it acts as a centripetal fan for some

other fluids
(Y1 = 2' Y2 1/2' 13 = 1/4' k = 1)' This behavior is

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11
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due to the anisotropic character of the fluid. In the former case

(yi = 2, -yz = -3/2, = 1/4, k = 1), the radial component of velocity

increases much more rapidly, attains much higher peaks, and de-

creases asymptotically toward zero faster for fixed suction than does

the classical viscous case, as is seen in Figure 3.5.1. It is found

that the disk has a much greater effect on the anisotropic fluid, char-

acterized by (2, -3/2, 1/4, 1) than for classical viscous fluids. In

contrast with the classical viscous flow problem, the tangential

velocity component away from the disk tends to zero more slowly in

the present anisotropic case for a given suction, as is shown in Figure

3. 5. 2. Since the radial flow is greater for the anisotropic fluid (2,

-3/2, 1/4, 1), the limiting value of the axial flow must be greater

for fixed suction than for the viscous case, as is to be expected from

physical considerations.

The anisotropic fluid characterized by (2, 1/2, 1/4, 1)

exhibits non-Newtonian behavior which is much different from the be-

havior of the classical viscous case. Instead of the fluid being forced

to flow outward from the axis of rotation as in the classical case, it

flows toward the axis of rotation and retards the axial flow, thus ex-

hibiting the Weissenberg effect, as seen in Figure 3.5.1. Also, the

limiting value of the magnitude of the axial velocity is less than the

suction velocity, unlike that for the Newtonian case. The tangential

component of velocity for the anisotropic fluid (2, 1/2, 1/4, 1) has
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Figure 3. 5.1. Radial velocity (U) profile against with U = U' x 10-3,
= cx 10-i, and = 0. Fluid (2, -3/2, 1/4, 1) is

given by ; fluid (2, 1/2, 1/4, 1) byq-1-4-1-4-;
classical fluid by----. The suction parameter
a = 5 and 7.



nearly the same profile as fluid (2, -3/2, 1/4, 1). Therefore, the

tangential component of velocity for the anisotropic fluid decreases

asymptotically more slowly to zero than for the viscous fluid.

V'

84

Figure 3. 5. 2. Tangential velocity (V) profile against with
V = V'x 10-1, = x 10-1, and = 0. Fluid (2, -3/2,
1/4, 1) and fluid (2, 1/2, 1/4, 1) by -, classical
fluid by---- The suction parameter a = 5.
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so that Qz 1 and I x( )1 << 1 and y( )I << 1 with x2( ) and

2
y ( ) being assumed negligible. After substituting (4.1.1) and (4.1.2)

into Equations (3.2.11), (3.2. 12a-c) and (3.2. 18a-c) and neglecting

the terms x xy, y2 and terms of higher order, we obtain the

equation of continuity

2f+ = 0, (4.1.4)

the balance of momentum equations

[f2-g2] + hf' = f" +1x' +2[hix]'

+ y3[4fix+ 2 ( flx-gly ) + (ft + 2(h'+f)x )1], (4.1.5a)

2fg + hg' = g" + + -y2[11'y]' + .y3[4 (xg'+yf') +(g' + (f+111)y )1],

(4.1.5b)

hh' = -e' + h" + 2y1x + y2[2hIx + ( flx+gly ) ' + 11"]

Y3[2 (f1+2(f+111)x) + ( flx+gly )1+411"), (4.1.5c)

and the orientation vector equations

fx + hxt fx +
(X.+1)

- XhIx,
2

(X+1)fy + hy' = Xfy +
2

g' - Xhly,

(X+1)
2

[flx+glyk = 0,

(4,1.6a)

(4.1.6b)

(4.1.6c)



where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to The

above Equations (4.1.4), (4.1.5a-c), and (4.1.6a-c) are subjected to

the following boundary conditions

f = 0, g = 1, and h = -a at = 0, (4.1.7a)

f 0 and g as (4.1.7b)

x 0 and y 0 as (4.1.7c)

Solving Equations (4.1.6a-c), we obtain

(3X-1)
(3X-1) (3X.-1)

2 _

x( )- -
(X+1) Ih(W- 2 y h"(T)Ih(T)I dT + x IhR)I 2

2 h(T) 0
0

flx
YR) = g

ff'x() = -IT and yR) = - g'h
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(4.1.10)

where xo is a constant of integration. To illustrate the method

used to solve Equations (4.1.5a-c), we shall consider the special case

when

X = 1. (4.1.9)

Therefore, solutions of (4.1.6a-c) which satisfy the boundary condi-

tion (4.1.7c) and condition (4.1.9) are



The balance of momentum Equations (4. 1. 5a-c) become

[(1+-y3)f" -(fz- -hf11-12 + [y1-2(-y2+y3)f][hf1+2f2]+ 2(3.y3-y2)ff'h = 0,

(4.1.1)a)

[(1+.y3)g"-2fg-hg l(hg')2 - [N1-2(Nz+-y3)f][(hg1)(ffir-(ff')(her]

- 2(-y3-y)f(f')2(hg') + 4y3(hgl)f(e)2 -= 0, (4. 1. 11b)

h2e() - -21[1+y2+3y3] + [y1+y2111-2y3f]Tc d-r + (4.1.11c)
2

0

where0 is a constant of integration.

4. 2 Solution for Arbitrary Suction Involving Slight
Changes in the Orientation Vector

Solutions of Equations (4. 1. 11a, b) are obtained by considering

an asymptotic solution for large of the form
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-2cq cr
fR) = a1 e + a2e + a3e-3 +

g( )

b1
b

2e + b3e-3cr + ,

2-h()
c0

+ cle +
c2

e + c3e

where a., b., c., and cr are constants to be determined: and the
1 1 1

solution near = 0 of the form

(4. 2. la)

(4. 2. lb)

(4. 2. lc)



2 3 4
f( ) = +

+r3
+

+...

g() = 1 +
s1

+
s2 + s33 + s44 +

2 3 4
h( ) = -a + t + t2 + t3 + t4 +

1

where r., s., and t. are to be determined. The solution of Equa-
l 1

tions (4.1.4) and (4.1.11a, b) is then obtained for the special case

-yi = 0 in the form of Equations (4.2.2a-c) for small and con-

tains two arbitrary constants rl and
s1

as follows:

2 2= r
2

[1+ar ](52 +1 [1- (1+ar1)a5 - s1+ aey3-y2)r13(g
3

1 1 3 2

22
21 2 4+ [- (1+ar1)a6 + (N2-N3)6r1 + 615s1-1(Y3-)/2)5r1-17s1j"

(4.2.3a)

1 2r1 1
= 1 + s abs2 + [r +j-a25s + --( y r2+-y s )3

1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3a s 2 1 3 1M
1

1 ar1 3 1
Y3 24-y3

2y
r 1 1 3\

1 2
+---6 + (a 5+7 )sl + _aseY2+ 125 3 1 1

1

where

2y 3.2r1
1824,

3s1

1 1h() = -a - 2
+ -3- [1+ariM3 - [1 (1+ari)a5

2 2

-sl+ a(y3+y2)r1]
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(4.2.2a)

(4.2.2b)

(4.2.2c)

(4.2.3b)

(4.2.3c)



-16 = (1+y 3) .

The asymptotic solution of Equations (4. 1. 4) and (4. 1. 11a, b) obtained

for the special case yi = 0 in the form of Equations (4. 2. la-c)

contains three arbitrary constants al, b1, and T as follows:

2

1 .... 2 b1 , 8 -2cr
f( ) a e Vz(N2"3)8) al - e1

2 2 2, 3
+ + (y2+2./3)6 + 4(y2-y3) )

1 4 2-, 82
+( - y38

)a_ib1 e
4

3
2 -2N2aa-

gR) =
1

e -
1 +y3a1bij7e

1 a.

v_ 1 2( ± 4 2 2
' 12 )/2- 3 Y3)6 - YP/2+)(3)6 )albl

1 V36 3 2y31

+ (- +

)1,
3 +<7 (2N2-v3)6 8y2(-N2+ TT )6

b1

1 3 4 1 2 6 4 2-182+
3 (y23)8a1b1

3b3 N2(.Y3+3Y2''' al - 73- Y3ala- 4 e
1

(4. 2. 5b)

b2
2h( ) -

1 6a- 2a1 e-Cr [(_ 2(y2- .3)6) - e8 Cr

212 2 2\ 3 1 4 2 82 -3cr+K+(y +2y )8+4(y2-y3) cr ja1+(--4-- Ty38)aibi]-7- e
a.

3 4 3 2 3

(4. 2. 5a)
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(4. 2. 4)

(4. 2. 5c)



Asymptotic Matched Expansions

To obtain the five unknown constants a1, b1, o, r1, s, the
1

solutions for large and small are extended and joined at a

suitable intermediate point where both solutions are usable so
0

that f, g, h, f', and g' are continuous for all Examination

of the field equations (4. 1. 4), (4. 1. 5a, b), and (4. 1. 6a-c) reveals that

since f, g, h, f', g', x and y are continuous at t, =0' then

all their derivatives are also continuous. By requiring that f, g, h,

f' and g' are continuous at we obtain five equations which

are to be solved for the five unknown constants a1, b1,
C'
r rl' and

si. Let fl, gl, h1, Pi and
1

denote the values for f, g, h, f'

and g' obtained from the solution (4.2. 3a-c) for small for some

value of say (,), and let f2, g2, h2, f2 and g2 be the

corresponding values obtained for the asymptotic solution (4. 2. 5a-c)
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for the same value Now let

w1 = f1 - f2' (4. 2. 6a)

(.°2 = gl g2' (4. 2. 6b)

= h1 - h2, (4. 2.6c)

(04 = fi - f21,
(4.2. 6d)

= gi - g21, (4. 2. 6e)



so that for fixedc.o. is a function of a, b1, (T, r, sl 1 10'

(i = 1,2, . . . , 5). We should find values of al, b1, o, r1, 51 SO

that co. vanish for 1,33 which is accomplished by use of

Newton's method of solving non-linear systems of simultaneous equa-

tions.

4.3 Intrepretations of Numerical Computations and Graphs

By use of the CDC 3300 computer, we found for various sets of

rheological parameters (Y1' Y2' Y33X)' a suitable joining point by

matching the solutions for large and small For every case con-

sidered, this point turned out to be = 0.90. Once the two solu-

tions were properly matched, numerical results and graphs of the

velocity and orientation vector components were then obtained. From

these results, we see that the flow pattern and orientation vector pro-

file greatly depend upon the anisotropic character of the fluid.

For all sets of rheological parameters (Y1' Y2' Y3' X) con-

sidered, the radial velocity component increases sharply from zero

for .= 0 to a maximum for some value < 1.5, then decreases

slowly, approaching zero asymptotically as increases. The

tangential velocity component in every case decreases from unity to

zero as increases, while the magnitude of the axial velocity com-

ponent increases in every case to balance the induced radial flow. A

basic difference resulted in the orientation vector profile between this

92
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case and the case for large suction. For the large suction case, the

tangential component varied from a negative value near the disk, de-

pending on the rheological parameters and suction, to zero as

increased, without attaining a relative extremum. This indicates that

the rotating disk's influence of this component oforientation steadily de-

creased as increased. However, for the arbitrary suction case,

the tangential component of the orientation vector is n =

where f is radial, g the tangential, and h the axial components

of velocity respectively. As increases, n decreases from zero

to a minimum negative value, then begins to increase, attaining a

positive maximum, and eventually approaches zero asymptotically.

We also notice that for each set of rheological parameters considered,

the radial component of the orientation vector decreases from zero

near the disk to a minimum and finally increases asymptotically to

zero as increases. The effect of variation of rheological param-

eters on the flow pattern can be found by examining Figures 4. 3. 1,

4. 3. 2, 4. 3. 3, 4. 3. 4, and 4. 3. 5.

An interesting phenomenon occurs when the rheological param-

eters 'y2, y3, and X. take certain values and the suction a

increases. We observe that as a increases from 1 to 2, the

radial component of velocity peaks higher and decreases to zero at a

much faster rate; the tangential component of velocity decreases

toward zero for increasing t, at a faster rate, indicating that the
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rotating disk's influence on the flow pattern decreases quite rapidly

as we leave the disk; the limiting value of the magnitude of the axial

component of velocity increases, as expected, in order to balance the

flow in the radial direction. The occurrence of the attained maxima

by the radial component of the orientation are rather inconsistent as

suction increases. The minimum and maximum attained by the tan-

gential component of the orientation vector are found to decrease and

increase respectively as suction increases.

In the following figures, 4.3. 1, 4. 3. 2, 4. 3. 3, 4. 3. 4, 4. 3. 5,

we shall sketch the velocity and orientation for different anisotropic

fluids, characterized by different sets of rheological parameters

(V Y2' 3'
X). Fluid I is characterized by (0, 1/2, 1/2, 1). The

suction parameter in this case is a = 1 and the arbitrary constants

determined by matching at = 0.90 are al = 0. 5752,

b1 = 1.2128, cr = 1.0460, r1 = O. 4310, and si = -0.9299. In the

graphs, we denote the profiles for this case by . For fluid II,

characterized by (0, 1, 1/2, 1), we considered two suction param-

eters a = 1 and a = 3/2. For a = 1, the arbitrary constants

determined by matching at = 0.90, are al = 0. 4084, b1 = 1. 1200,

a- = 0. 9624 r1 = 0.3365 and sl = -0.9253. We label this fluid flow

IIa and denote its profiles by----. For a = 3/2, the constants are

al = O. 4271' b1 = O. 9301, cr. = 1. 2827,
r1

= 0. 4291, and
s1

= -1.2934.

We label this fluid flow Ilb and denote its profiles by 4-4I-4-+.
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4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32

Figure 4.3.1. Radial velocity (f) profile against r, for arbitrary suc-
tion: for fluids 1(0, 1/2, 1/2, 1), suction a = 1; Ha
(0, 1, 1/2, 1), a = 1; and IIb (0, 1, 1/2, 1), a = 3/2.
f =f x 10-3 and = x 10-1.
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Figure 4. 3. 2. Tangential velocity (g) profile against 1, for arbitrary
suction: for fluids 1(0, 1/2, 1/2, 1), suction a = 1;
Ha (0, 1, 1/2, 1), a = 1; and II1D (0, 1, 1/2, 1),
a = 3/2. g = g* x 10-3 and = x 10-1.
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Figure 4.3.3. Axial velocity (h) profile against r, for arbitrary suc-
tion: for fluids 1(0, 1/2, 1/2, 1), suction a = 1; Ha
(0, 1, 1/2, 1), a = 1; and IIb (0, 1, 1/2, 1), a = 3/2.
h = h* x 10-3 and x 10-1.
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Figure 4.3.4. Orientation vector component (x) in the radial direction
against for arbitrary suction: for fluids 1(0, 1, 1/2,
1), a = 1; Ha (0, 1, 1/2, 1), a = 1; and IIb (0, 1, 1/2,
1), a = 3/2. x = x* x 10 = x 10-1.
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Figure 4. 3.5. Orientation vector component (y) in the tangential
direction against
1(0, 1/2, 1/2, 1),
a = 1; and IIb (0,
and = x 10-i.
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for arbitrary suction: for fluids
suction a = 1; ha (0, 1, 1/2, 1),

1, 1/2, 1), a = 3/2. y = x 10-3



4. 4. Anisotropic Influence on Vector and Orientation
Fields (Arbitrary Suction)

Stuart (1954) considered the flow of a viscous fluid induced by an

infinite rotating disk with small suction and obtained a numerical solu-

tion for the suction parameter a = 1. For the flow of an anisotropic

fluid induced by an infinite rotating disk with suction parameter a = 1,

we see that for all cases considered except one, the radial velocity

profile is found to be more bulged in the anisotropic case than for the

corresponding profile in the classical viscous case. In contrast with

the radial velocity profile, the tangential velocity profile does not re-

veal any consistent pattern in the anisotropic case. The axial velocity

component is such that the law of conservation of mass is not violated.
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V. SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND SCOPE OF FURTHER WORK

5.1 Summary and Discussion

Some materials have properties independent of the direction an

external force is applied on them and are called isotropic materials,

where as, other materials have properties dependent, to a great ex-

tent, on the direction the external force is applied, and are known as

anisotropic materials. Microscopically, for anisotropic materials,

the molecules undergo a partial uncoiling and take up preferred

orientations when such materials are subjected to a deformation or a

flow field. Many researchers have proposed constitutive theories

which describe anisotropic fluids, but Noll observed that most theories

of anisotropic fluids do not satisfy invariance conditions which any

continuum theory of classical mechanics should. Ericksen considered

transversely isotropic fluids and posed what may be the simplest

properly-invariant theory of anisotropic fluids. Various investigators,

using Ericksen's constitutive theory for anisotropic fluids, have in-

vestigated flows in one or two dimensional models, but none have in-

vestigated flows for fully three dimensional models. One interesting

and important investigation in a fully three dimensional space is the

flow of a fluid induced by infinite rotating plane lamina.

In the present investigation, we have undertaken a study of flows
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of anisotropic fluids induced by rotating disks with uniform suction.

The problem so formulated has led to a fully three dimensional and

non-linear system of partial differential equations whose solutions

have been obtained by using asymptotic matched expansion techniques

for arbitrary suction and by perturbation techniques followed by

numerical computations for large suction. We observed that the flow

and orientation profiles are dependent, to a large extent, on the values

of the rheological parameters y2, y3, and X.. For one set of

rheological parameters, we found that the flow pattern was similar

to that for a viscous fluid. The orientation vector was approximately

in the direction of flow. For another set of rheological parameters,

we found that the flow pattern was quite different from that for a vis-

cous fluid, with the flow radially inward toward the axis of rotation

and retarding the flow of the fluid toward the disk. Again the orienta-

tion vector was approximately in the direction of flow.

We noticed that if the orientation vector was primarily in the

z-direction, allowing for slight changes in the radial and tangential

directions, the governing equations could be reduced to ordinary dif-

ferential equations by appropriate transformations. By obtaining two

solutions, one valid for large distances from the disk and the other

near the disk, and joining them at an appropriate intermediate value,

we were able to obtain the flow pattern. We observed that the flow

pattern was similar to that for a viscous fluid; however, the values of
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the velocity components were, in general, much different, depending

upon the rheological parameters. The orientation vector was consid-

erably different from that obtained for large suction parameter.

5.2 Scope of Further Work

Since the theory of anisotropic fluids may be applicable to some

fluids which are commonly treated as isotropic and may describe them

more accurately than comparably simple theories of isotropic fluids,

there is a natural desire to exploit this idea. Since so little work has

been done concerning three-dimensional models for anisotropic fluids,

a large number of very interesting and important problems, such as

torsional oscillations, two disk problem, etc. need to be considered.

Anisotropic compressible fluids which commonly occur in many

studies involving the earth's atmosphere are worthy of detailed con-

siderations. Time dependent flows and wave-propagation in aniso-

tropic fluids also need further work.
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APPENDIX

A.1 The Isotropy Group

oo

Let T(t) = (F(t)(t*)) be the constitutive equation for a
t*=0

simple material. For simple materials, by the virtue of its definition,

the response functionals satisfy the following relation:

For any unimodular tensor P (i.e., det P ±1)

00 00

A (F(t) (t*)) = (F(t) (t=0}-0 (A.1.1)
t 0 t*=0

gives rise to a material isomorphism of X onto itself where X

is any chosen particle material. The set of all unimodular tensors

P* for which (A.1.1) holds forms a group, which is called the iso-

tropy group of the response functional )1i and is denoted by ,eir

(Truesdell and Noll, 1965). It is a subgroup of all unimodular tensors.
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